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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we consider Binary
relations over the class of L - structures ,
for some fixed language L . Such a Binary
relation R , induces a Binary relation R*
Between the class of theories in L ; in the 
following natural way • If T^  ^ and Tg are theories 
in L then T^R^Tg iff 3A,B A j; T^, B k Tg and A R B
We characterize syntactically those pairs of
theories related By R* By introducing the concept
of a notion of goodness for R . This consists
of a set of ordered pairs of sentences in L ,
A ; with the property that for theories T^ and Tg
* TiR*Tg iff for no G A do we have
I*! h and Tg 02 •
Provided A is defined in a syntactically 
simple way , we find , By negating Both sides ofi * 
and restricting the theories to sentences that 
the property * closely resembles an Interpolation J
Theorem for R . Actually , a notion of goodness is
more complicated than this and our results are 
more general .
In the estaBlished approaches to find 
Interpolation Theorems , the weak point has Been 
in the understanding of "syntactically simple " .
We show , By considering certain relations ’
which can Be "described " By a theory in a 
particular language extending L , that a notion 
of goodness can often Be found immediately from 
such a theory • Indeed we find a model theoretic
( 3 )
condition on R for which this is possible • It 
turns out to be a "union of chains " condition •
Using this approach we obtain many Interpolation
Theorems by analysing the structure of the
theories used to "describe " R • In particular 
the methods are used to prove a version of
Refermants Interpolation Theorem in a many-sorted 
language .
We give a characterization of those theories
with the Amalgamation Property and the Strong
Amalgamation Property • We conclude with a solutjK^on tV
of an open problem of G, GrMtzer .
To my wife :
but for whom this thesis would not 
be in its present state .
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CHAPTER i 
1 .1 Notation
1.11 Set Theoretic
We use the standard notation 
for set theoretic concepts .
e.g. n ( intersection )  ^ U ( union )
- ( difference ), X ( cross product ) and 0
for the empty set . We write X c Y if X is a
( not necessarily proper ) subset of Y •
We use m , n etc. for integers and cj for the
order type of the integers • Other ordinals will
be denoted by {i , v f fc etc, is the cardinality
of the integers , Card(w) .
A sequence of objects a^,..,,ap will sometimes 
be thought of as the set [ a^,*,.,an ] • The
context will decide which case holds • The length
of the above sequence , denoted by lg( ai,...,an )
is n .
1.12 Languages and Theories
We consider First Order
Predicate Languages L , with equality , whose
logical connectives are n > u # ^ and ,
quantifiers are ^  and 3 . L may contain 
functions and individual constants as well as
predicate letters • Terms , formulae , sub - formulae ,
sentences and other notions are defined as usual , 
( See e.g. [B.S] chapter 3 • )
We use 0 9 ^  f d f ^ etc. for formulae
and write 0 € L if 0 is a formula in L ,
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A set of sentences ( in L ) T is called a theory 
( i n  L ) i we write T p 0 if we can prove 0
from T • If T is a theory we write L(T) for 
the language of T , and L(0) for L([0j) .
If L is a language and È is a set of individual
constant symbols , L(Ê) is the language obtained
from L by the addition of the individual constant 
symbols in Ê • Const(L) is the set of individual
constant symbols in L • Other notation used for
extending languages will be defined or it will 
be obvious what is meant .
If 0 is a formula in L and Ü is a unary
predicate symbol^ then 0^ is the relativization of 
0 to U • For a definition see e.g. [B.S] page 2kS. 
We use t for some arbitrary true sentence
and f will denote i t .
If 0(vi,...,Vn) is a formula and for 1 < i < n
5?** is a sequence of terms s.t, lg(^ (' ) = m ( say )
then
AA0(sf^ 5... ) means > • • • ) •
If ^ is a sequence of variables , is a
sequence of individual constants s.t. lg(3^) = lg(]^) .
If the variables in 0 ( free or bound ) include
5f , then 0(^) is obtained by replacing each variable
in 0 by (^) j , and in case 3?j was a bound
variable in 0 then the quantifiers of 3?j are
omitted , for j € lg(3t) .
e,g. 3x^( < X, iB
( 8 )
1.13 Models and L - structures
We use A,B,C,D
and E as names for L - structures . The language
of A , L(a ) is L . We assume the reader is
familiar with the notion of satisfaction of
formulae 0- e L in the L - structure A . In particular, 
for a theory T in L , A j: T iff A |=- 0- for 0- e T .
Th(A) is the theory of A i.e.
[ f I A 1= 0" 0" a sentence in L(a) ]
Sometimes we do not distinguish between A
and dom(A) , the domain of A . Thus ,for instance ,
a € A means a e dom (a ) . I f  A is an L - structure ,
A*** is the L(dom(A)) - structure (Aa)^^^ .
We write A a; B if A is isomorphic to B ;
A c B if A is a substructure of B and A < B
if A is an elementary substructure of B . If
X c dom(C) then C 1| X is the structure whose
domain is the smallest subset of G extending X
closed under the n-ary functions of 0 for n > 1
and for atomic formulae 0(lf) in L(C) whose
individual constants belong to Const( L(C||X))
c |lx  1= e(^) iff C 8(a)
where ^ e dom(C||X) and L(C||X) is the same as L(C)
except that individual constants whose interpretations 
in C are not in dom(c||X) are omitted .
In particular if Const(L(C) )^c X then c||X is
the substructure of C generated by X .
(9 )
c |L is the L - structure obtained from C by omitting 
all the interpretations of symbols not occurring 
in L . ( L(C) will always extend L when this 
notation is used).
If is a formula in L(C) then
is the n-ary relation over C define 
by < c ) # * « f Cp > € v^f#. • f v^ ) iff C c^ » * # » » c^ ] •
1 .14 Canonical Structures .
A theory T is consistent
if for no 0- e L(T) do we have T 0- and T 1  0“
it is s.t.b. ( said to be ) complete if for all
sentences 0- e L(T) T |- 0- or TV- "10"
We call a theory T a Henkin Theory iff ( if and
only if ) for all 0-(Vo A .. ,0^ 1 ) e L(T) there is 
a c G Const(L(T)) s.t. ( such that ) the sentence
(■3'V’o0‘(^o®i > • * •  ^ ; ... ) ) € T ,
It is well known that every consistent theory T
can be extended to a consistent Henkin Theory , T ’. 
Where for some set of individual constants Ê 
L(T') = L(T)(Ê) .
We call smch a theory T* a Henkinization of T .
If T is a consistent theory ^ there is a complete
extension , T* s.t. L(T) = L(T*) and if T is a
Henkin Theory so is T*.
We call T* a H.C.C. extension of T if T* is s/
a complete consistent extension of T which is y
a Henkin Theory , It suffices that T be consistent
for such to exist .
(10 )
If T* is a H.C.C. extention of T then T ’ is
a conservative extension of T , i.e. for any 
sentence f  ^ L(t) T* \r f ^ T V \jr
Let T he any consistent complete Henkin Theory ,
we define the canonical model [t ] of T to he 
the L(T) structure whose domain is the set of
closed terms in L(T) factored by the equivalence 
relation ~ defined bÿ r ~ o iff T j—  r = o
For c e Const(T) c is the equivalence class under
containing c . The relations and functions of 
[T] are defined as usual , e.g* 
if R(V) € L(T) then
[T] ^ R[f] iff T h B(f) .
It can easily be shown that [t ] T .
For any L - structure A , Th(A^) is a Henkin Theory 
which is complete and consistent and
[Th(A+)] A .
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CHAPTER 2
2.1 Introduction
Let L be a First Order Language and '.R be a 
binary relation between L-structures.
We say that R has a Preservation Theorem 
if we can define in some syntactically "simple" 
way a set of sentences A in L s.t. 
for any sentence 0 e L
A y  B ( A and B L-structures A ^  0 and AR B imply
B (î ÿ )
iff 0 is equivalent to some member of A
There are many generalizations of the above given 
in the literature, for example
a) We introduce a theory T in L and in the
above add the further condition " A p T and B T"
to the L.H.S. ( left hand side ) and replace
" logically equivalent" by " equivalent under T " 
in the R.H.S.
b) We obtain an %nterpo 1 at_ion _Theore^m_ for R
if under the above conditions for A,
for any sentences 0 , 0- e L we have
11 y A y B ( A , B L-structures A 0 and A R B
imply B 0 ) 
iff there i s d e A  s.t. 0 f" 6  and Q ^  0
In the above case 0 is s.t.b. an interpolant
for 0 and 0 .
Many relations R have an interpolation theorem and 
hence a preservation theorem by substituting 0 for 0
(£2)
For example if R is the relation between
L-structures given by
A R B  iff there is an embedding of A into B
then letting û be the set of existential sentences 
in L we obtain , as is well known , an interpolation 
theorem for this R
Suppose we rewrite, 2.11 by negating both sides 
to obtain
g A ^ B  ( A , B L-structures s.t. A |= 0 and A R B
and B )
iff for no 0 e A do we have 0 ^ 6  and 70 |- 7 0
This reformulation makes sense if we
1 ) replace sentences 0 ,70 by theories T^  , Tg in L
2) replace A by a set of ordered pairs of
sentences ( but still maintaining a similar condition
on the simplicity of A )
to obtain a property that R might possess.
Namely
2,12 For all theories T,^ Tg in L
3 A 3® ( A,B L-structures s.t. A R B  and A: |=Ti and B |= Tg )
iff for no <0  ^, 0g> e A do we have T^ [- 0^ and Tg j* 6g
This reformulation is now suitable for considering 
n-ary relations P , for by letting A be a set of
n-tuples of sentences in L we pbtain a meaningful
property of P in the obvious way.
It is a further generalization of 2.12 that we 
shall consider in this thesis.
( 13)
Since we have weakened the original condition on A *
it might he supposed that for all relations R
there is a A satisfying 2.12. The following
Lemma suggests otherwise.
2.15 Lemma
There exists a binary relation R s.t. 
for no A does 2.12 hold.
Proof:
Let L be any language.
We define a binary relation R between L-structures
as follows
A R B  iff A is finite.
Suppose a set of ordered pairs of sentences A 
exists s.t. 2.12 holds with this A .
We let Ti = l3Xo...Xn I A A x^ /  xj ) n e coj
Tg = I3% ( x= x) ]
Since the L.H.S. of 2.12 cannot hold for this
choice of T^ ,Tg there must be <0  ^  ^02> e A s.t.
Ti I'Qi and Tg (" 6g
So there is a finite subset , say T^ * of T^ s.t.
Ti'
But clearly T*^ has a finite model.
It follows easily that we have a contradiction.
n
2.2 Simple Relations
Let L be any First Order Language.
For simplicity we consider binary relations in this
section. The following definitions can be extended
to include n-ary relations if required.
( )
A relation R between pairs of L-structures A, B 
often asserts the existence of a finite number 
of relations R^  : ie m s.t.
Rl c A ^  X B ^  for some n^  i € m 
together with certain simple conditions on the Rj^ 
For example
i) R'l is a function from A^ to B^
ii) Rg is an embedding of A into B
For such relations we can define a useful 
new language.
Let Ê be a set of individual constants s.t.
Ên Const(L) = 0 ^  for which there is a bisection 
1: Const(L)— ) Ê 
If L* is the language obtained from L by 
omitting all the individual constants in Const(L) 
then 1 induces in the natural way a bijection
between the class of L-structures and the class of
L* (Ê) structures.
When the context permits we shall not distinguish 
between L-structures and L*(Ê)-structures.
However, the reason for introducing the new set of
individual constants will be seen from the next 
two definitions.
We define ( L^ ) to be the
language extending L by adding
the new individual constants Ê
( 15)
two new unary predicates Ug
m new predicates where for
1 < i < m Ri^ is 2nL-ary ,
For many binary relations R between L-structures 
there are m € cu and ni,...,ry g o ; s.t. 
is a suitable language for discussing R .
The next definition defines the class of those
relations we shall be interested in .
2.21 Def
A binary relation R between L-structures 
is s.t.b. (rq ,ng,... ,n^ )-simple ( or just n - simple ) 
if there is a theory T in L^ s.t.
i) For any L-structures A and B
A R B  iff 3 C an I?-structure s.t. 
a) C ^ T and , Ug are closed under the
functions in L .
•b) CWUpIl = A c) CllUalL'(fi) = B .
For any Ir -structure D we set = Dl|Ui |L and 
Da = Dl|U?|L'(fi) .
11) Whenever C and D are Ir -structures s.t.
1 c cC k T and U^ , Ug are closed under the functions
in L , f:Ci « and g:Cg = Dg
and for 1 < i ^ m
<ai,...,an. >€Efi'° H ((U^)'^‘>-X(U2 )”•*-) Iff
L L
<fai,...,fan,gbi,...,gbn.>eBfl^ n ( )  ,L L
then D I?- T .
( 16 )
Though the above definition is a little long, we
claim that it is a natural definition to consider,
indeed similar and related definitions can be
found in [l] and [m], chapter 11.
Part 1 ) of the definition demands that if
A = A* and B jü B * and A R B  then A * R B'.
Part ii) says that what is " going on " outside of
and Cg is irrelevant. Indeed we can make this
more precise by demanding that in the definition
T contains the set of sentences 2 which says
" is nonempty and closed under the functions
whose names occur in L. ( for i=1^ )
contains the individual constants in L,
U 2 contains the individual constants in Ê
and for 1 ^ i < m
rJ^ c ((U^ )^ X (U 2 " in part i) of Def 2.21 .
Clearly 2 is a theory in . Demanding that 
in i)
T contains 2 ^ has the effect of tidying up the
definition (and our picture) without altering the 
concept of n-simpie. In particular if an Ir^  -structure 
C is s.t. C Ir 2 then the dom(Cj = U-p for i = 1,2
If T is a theory in L— and a binary relation
R is n-8impie by virtue of T U 2 in Def. 2.21 
then we call it T^. (there may be more than one such Tj^ ) 
Conversely, if T is a theory in and we define
a binary relation R between L-structures A, B by
( 17)
A R B  iff j an structure C s.t.
=A
Co = B
then if* R is n-simple and some = T then we 
shall call R
Thus for n -simple relations we have defined theories 
T„ , and for certain theories T we have definedxC
a binary relation R^ which is n-simple.
Infact one can give a syntactic condition on T 
for which R^ is defined, see 3.4 .
For such T there is clearly a T_ s.t.
•tim
T = T
T
The relation of c is not n -simple for any n
but the relation of embedding is; as is isomorphism,
homomorphism, end-extension (when suitably defined) and 
many other relations.
For the rest of this section let R be a 
fixeS"^îBà?y relation and choose some T.^ .
Def
We write A,Ri,...,Rm,B ^  T^ if 
for some Déstructure C
■R
Cl = A
Cg = B
for 1 < i ^ m 
Rl = R ^ °
It then follows from Def. 2.21 that A R B
( 18)
Def
We say 3. ,R± ,... ,1^  ,Ts is an n -sequence (in L) 
if for some set of indivual constants È 
Ti ,Tg are theories in L(Ê)
and for 1 < i < m
It C Const(L(Ti ))"'i X Const(L(Ite ) )'^i,
Def
If Ti ,Ri,... ,Rm ,Tg is an n-sequence we
write Ti ,Ri ,... ,T ^  ^ iff
Ti and Ts are H.C.C. theories s.t.
[T i . ,Ei^ , [ Ï2  ] j l |=Tg
where for 1 < i < m
a R{ S iff â R^ h .
If y is an n-sequence Ti,Ri,...,Rm,Ts 
we write Ti^ for T± Ri^ for R± and so on.
Def
If y and Ô are n-sequence s we write
y c Ô iff Ti.^  c Ti i = 1,2
y Ô
and Rl c Rl 1 ^ i ^ m .
2.22 Def
We say an n-sequence y is an approximation 
to if there is an n-sequence 8 s.t.
y c Ô and ^ ^ \
If y is an approximation to and T is another
possible choice of then y may not be an
approximation to T. For consider the (1)-simple 
' n . r . ' :
(19 )
relation P for which A P B  iff A , B are
L-structures . A suitable Tp is
T i = ! 3Vo €U i 3 V i eUa ( vq PJ ) i
but so also is
Ts = 1 -J (3Vo eUi 3Vi eUa (Vo PJ ))!
Let y be a = a , l < a , b >  ! , b = b  .
Then y is an approximation to T^ but not Tg
This problem does not arise , however , for those
n-sequences whose relations are empty. More precisely 
if y is an n-sequence of the form Ji,0,...,0 ,Tg 
and Gi and Gg are two possible choices for Tp 
then y is an approximation to G^ iff y is an
approximation to Gg . For if y is an approximation
to Gi then there are A T^ B ^ Tg and suitable
B-i f ••• 9 R-rn S.t.
A J Rl,. .., R|u , B h" Gi
So A R B
Hence there is C ^ Gg U 2 s.t.
Cl = A and Cg = B ,
So Qa
and so y is an approximation to Gg
Symmetry gives us our result.
2.3 n - sets
We suppose that Ir has the variables of the 
form VjLkp for 
o < j ^ 1 , o ^ i ^ m  , 1< k ^ n^ when 1 ^  i < m
k = o when i = o , ^ £ oj •
(20 )
For variables of the form Vq^kp we write x^^p
and refer to them as x-variables.
For variables of the form v^^kp we write y^kp
and refer to them as y-variables.
with or without subscripts denotes a sequence
of x-variables. Similarly for y
We say corresponds to y if they are of the
same length and for j < Ig(lt) if Xj = Vg^kp then
Yj = v±Lkp •
If we use i^ ,y (with the same- subscripts) in the
same context then they will correspond.
We say y is a complete sequence if whenever
Xl G y where 1 ^ i ^ m and 1 < t < n^
then Xl g p G It for 1 < s
We say y is similar to if
ig(y) = ig(iti
and for some function f;[l,...,mj X co ^ o)
for j < lg(y) , if the element of ^ is x^  p
then the element of is f(ep)'
The above definitions enable us to simplify
later definitions.
If 01 (it) , 02 (]ti ) are formulae in L then we write 
01 (y) ~02 (iti ) if y is similar to ïti and
02 (y) is obtained from 0i (^) by (possibly) 
changing bound variables, in such a way that no 
free variable becomes bound and no bound variable 
occurs among the iti .For further information on the 
notions involved here see [B.S] page 53«
A similar définitio»' Is* assumed for formulae containing 
y-variables free , rather than x-variables.
( 21 )
We give now an important definition of a class of 
ordered pairs which represents the possible choices of 
those A occurring in 2,12 . The justification for 
this will be seen in Theorem 2.42 below.
2.31 Def
A set of ordered pairs of formulae (in L) A
is called an n-set (in L) if
i) If <01 (V), 02 ('^ i ) > G A where V are
precisely the free variables occurring in 0^, 0g
respectively then V are x-variables and arey-variables 
and V corresponds to
ii) If <01 (]t), 0g(y)> E A then is complete
and if x^  elt then 1 < i ^  m.
hy i) y corresponds to y , though this also follows
from our convention.
iii) \ <t,f> , < f,t> i c A
iv) If <01,02> G A and <0i,02> e A then
<0in0i ,02 U02 > eA and <0iU0i ,02002>e A
v4 If <01(y) , 02(y)> E A and 0i(^^ , 0g(Ÿi ) are s.t.
01 (3) ~ 8i (ïti ) and 02 (Ÿ) ~ 82 (^i ) then
<81 (2i) , 62(3^1 ) > E A .
( By our convention i) still holds ).
If such is the case we write <0i (^), 02 (y)>~<8^yi ), 0^y^>
The following facts are easily proved.
a) The intersection of a set of n -sets (in L) 
is an n set (in L).
(22 )
b) Any set of pairs of formulae satisfying i), ii)
of the definition can he extended to a unique
smallest n-set.
c) [ <t,f> , <f,t> j is considered to he an n-set
for any n.
2.4 Goodness
We now link n-sets even more closely with 2.12.
Def
If y is an n-sequence and a sequence 
of x-variables, then we say
^ and h" are y consistent for if
i) ^ € Const(L(T^)) s.tt Ig(^) = lg(3t)
ii) tf e Const(L(T^)) s.t. Ig(ît) = lg(2)
iii) whenever v.i,...,v. contained in isof the
J 31%
form Xl ip,... ,Xl ^  p where 1 < i < m then
2.41 Def
If A is an n-set , an n-sequence y is s.t.h.
A good if whenever <0i (^), 0s (y) > e A and
^ and 'Û are y consistent for 3t
we do not have
Ti h  0.1^ and }- .
If y is not A good we say y is A had.
The following Theorem collects up some of the
facts following from the definitions .
(23 )
2.42 Theorem
Let A he any n-set (in L)
a) If y and ô are n-sequences s.t. y c ô then
if Ô is A good, y is A good
h) If the n-sequence y = ...,R^,T^ is A good
then there is an extension of y of the form
2 2 2 2
T^ ,R^, » .. ,Rj^,Tg which is A good, where T,_ and Tg
are H.C.C. theories in some L(Ê) .
( See Chapter 1 for the definition of H.C.C)
c) If '^ yçy}a<ii ^ sequence of n-sequences s.t.
c y^ for a^ j3 <p and y^ is A good a<ju
then -
Proof
Part a) follows from the definition 2.U1
Part h ); Since y is A good T^ ,T^ are
hoth consistent ( See 2.31 iii))
We can Henkinize T^ ,T^ to obtain T,_ , Tg say.
0 0
It can easily he checked that T,^ ,R,^ ,... ,R^ , Tg is
A good , hy the conservative property of Henkinization.
o 0
We can complete T^ and Tg resp. still remaining
good hy 2.31 iv)
For suppose T^ ,R,^ ,... ,R«,Tg is A good and for
1 V
some sentence 0 e L vT,^ )
I claim that
1 ( . 1 y± = TiU i0i,Ri,...,Rm,Tg is A good or
yg = Ti U ^10i,Ri,...,Rm,T2 A good .
For if not there will he <0i (^), 02 (y)> G A and
soi ( ^ 1  ) , 02 ( ^ 1  )> G A and constants
( 24 )
^ , h consistent for it and
Ü , d yg consistent for it^ s.t.
Ti U U! [- 01^ and Tg j- 0gtî 
Ti U h0i I ' and Tg [- OgS
and hence
Ti p 01^ U 6i"d and Tg j" 0g’U m 6gd
w.l.o.g, we may suppose it n = 0
it then follows easily that
1 1 
T ^ .c.,R^,Tg is not A good which contradicts
our supposition, hence the claim follows .
Repeated application of the above proceedure for 
1 1
both T^ and Tg ensures our result.
Part c) again follows from the definition 2.4i
□
Remark
I was tempted to say that the n-simple . .
binary relation R was Syntactically Gharacterizable
if there was a T„ and an n-set ^  defined in aR —
syntactically simple way s.t, for any n-sequence y
2.43 y is an approximation to T^  ^ iff y is A good. 
However, in the above , the word "simple " is very 
loose. That care must be exercised so as not to 
ob+Ain a trivial result is shown by the following :
2.44 Lemma
If R is a (1)-simple binary relation, for
any T^ there is a (i )-Sêt A s.t. 2.43 holds
Proof
Let Ai be the set of pairs of formulae
<0i (5t), 02 (y)> (in L) where
( 25 )
AA-tR^t -^ ( ~\'t‘s (t) )
where it corresponds to ^ (i.e. our convention holds
even for hound variables in the same context )
and each variable in it is of the form x^^p for Pea;
With these restrictions satisfies 2.31 i^ ii)
and so can be extended to a unique smallest (1 )-set
A say. That 2.43 holds for this A follows by a
simple compactness argument and definition 2 .3 1 •
□
Fortunately it is possible to give a very precise
definition of " simple " . Indeed the next .section
is devoted to this. It will be seen later that
the definition is a nice extension of the usual
vague ideas of "simple " .
2.5 Operators
Let IL be the language obtained from
L by the addition of a set [ ; neco ] of
propositional variables. We are not interested in
these variables other than*- as markers • They behave 
just like atomic formulae in the formation of formula^
2 ^  ^
An s - operator in L is an ordered s-tuple
of formulae in IL.
We shall be interested only in the cases when s = 1,2
2.52 Def
If s = 1,2 and A is a set of s-tuples,
where in case s = 2 A is an n-set for some n and
K is a set of s - operators in L then K[a ]
(26 )
is defined to be the least set A* of s-tuples of 
formulae in L s.t.
i) A c A’
ii) If <$i(Xi,...,Xp),@g(Xi,..n,Xp)> E K where
for 1 < j ^ s Xi,...,Xp include all the propositional 
variables in $ and if 0^>gA ’ for 1 ^i < p
then  ^ ( 01 ; •  ^ j s A '
iii) If ^0i,0g> E A* and <0±,0g> ~ <8if8g>
( where <0^,eg> is an s-tuple) then <0i,6g> e A*
For the notion of ~ in case s = i, 2 * see 2.31.
As an examplej the set of existential formulae ( in L
can be described as
[ <3vX > ,< Xj.n Xg> , < X^u Xg> ![Z]
where Z is the set of atomic and negated atomic
formulae in L ,
In case s = 1 this definition extends notions
introduced by Keisler in [ ]
In case s -= 2 this will enable us to describe new
n-sets from certain theories and old n-sets. As the
following suggests.
2.3^ n - Sentence?
Suppose L is our fixed language 
and L ’(Ê) is as defined in 2.2 . Assume a has
been chosen for some n .We assume in what follows
all the variables are in L— ( See 2.3)
A formula of type 1 is a formula of form
(0(‘5))^^ where 6(3:) e L 
A formula of type 2 is a formula of form
(6(3))^^ where 0(3) e L'(Ê)
( 27)
Just as we make the convention that if 3  and 3
occur in the same context they correspond , so we
make the convention that if the type 1 formula
(e(3))^i and the type 2 formula (0(3 ))^^ occur
in the same context , then 0(3 ) is obtained from 
0(3) by replacing each individual constant a in 0(3) 
by 1 (a) (defined in 2.2 ) and replacing 3? by the
corresponding sequence 3 .
A formula of type 3 is any finite conjunction of
formulae of the form afi-(x|_ . ,X;^  p i p ,... ,y;, ^ ,p )
for i ^ m . Thus if ^ (3,3) is a formula * of
type 3 then 3 corresponds to 3 and 3 is complete.
Let W be the set of formulae of the form
Ul.A. U,
'^ t 1 2 1 2  3
where 3j^ ,3% occur in 0,^ for ^ and we assume
1 2  3
through out that 0  ^ i is a formula of type 1
0k^2 is a formula of type 2 and 0  ^ is a formula
2 3
of type 3 .
Let Si be the set of 1- operators of the form
a) or b) viz:
a) y eUi3y% eUg( 8n^’-n 8k^an8|i n %% ))
k ^ t l  2 1 2 3
Where if a variable in 3 ,3 of form Vj^^p
for i ^ i occurs , then it occurs in 0%
3
Note that a variable of form Vjoop cannot occur in 
a formula of type 3 •
b) V 3i€Ui V3g€Ug (6i^in02^«^Xi) 
where is a formula of type 1 and
0g^2 ig a formula of type 2 
Let Sg be the set of 1 - operators of the form
3i€Ui Y 3geUg ( 0 3-^ Xi ) Where 03 is of type 3 .
(28 )
2.54 Def
A n -sentence (in L) is a sentence in
SgLSiDw]] 0 s.t. whenever a variable of form
vjLkp where 1 ^ i ^ m occurs in such a sentence
then it occurs in a sub-formula of type 3 >
Where sub-formulae of form t^^ ,t^2 may be omitted,
and if 0 is mf the form 3  ^eUg (0q-~> ©)
then every variable in Oo occurs free in ® .
2.55 -Remark
If T is any set of n-sentences in L—
then is defined , as can be seen from the fact
that all quantifiers are bounded . For the definition
of R see 2.21 .In such a case we write T for T.^
As an example we describe the relation of embedding
between L--structures as a (l )-simple relation defined
by:
ayiiicUs (xiiiRïyiii)
(AA ) ) where
AA 3R^3 is a formula of type 3 and 0(3) is
an atomic or negated atomic formula in L .
Ofcourse each of the above sentences are H -sentences
in if we allow ourselves to omit t^^ and t^®
from the formulae, which we do.
It is not at all clear as to wiiy we have been
so painstakingly precise with the variables. Part of 
the r.-ason is so that from n -sentences v/e can 
define 2- operators with which we define n-sets which 
in turn have a good chance of satisfying 2.59 below
2.56 The OP Function
Let 0 be a formula in SgfSitw]];
we define 0P( 0) to be a 2 - operator by induction on
the complexity of 0 .
(29 )
Case 1_ 0 is of the form
V?3?*eUs(e3-9@)
where ® e SjL^[w]] 83 is a formula of type 3
and we suppose occur in 83 and itj, do not.
Then OPi($) = 3Xa(0Pi(®))
OPa($) = 3y.(0P2(@))
0 P ($ )  = <OPi$,OPg$>
Case 2 0 is of the form
kY.3Xk eUl 3Sk e Ug (8^^ n 8^^= n 8^  n %  ) 
t  1 2 1 2  a
where for k O^e [w]
T h en  O P i ( $ )  = A\f%, (8k - ^ O P i ( @ k ) )
k 1 1
OPg(0) = A t/ yk ( 6k —""9 ^^2 (®k ) ) k 2 2
OP(0) = < O P i ( 0 ) ,  OPg(0)>
Case ^ 0 is of the form
V  Ug( 8i^ n 62^2 @ )
where @ € 8^ [w]
OPi($) = 3-3ti( 81 n OPi(@))
OPg($) =3 yg(8g  n O Pg(®))
0 P ($ )  = < O P j, (# ) ,  OPg($) >
Case k 0 is of the form
y 3Xk e Ug(8^^n 8k^®n 83 )
k 1 33
O P i($ )  = ( 0 1 — »%k)
k ^t 1
OPg($) = A V 'y k (0 s  — »Xk)k 2
OP ( $ )  = < O P i($ )  O Pg($)>
If formulae of type 1 or 2 of form t^^,t ® occur
or have been omitted in 0 , then OP^0 and OPg0 omit
the formulae and the logical connective immediately 
following. Thus for instance the 2 - operators obtained
from the sentences in Remark 2.55 become ;
<3Xiii(Xt),Vyiii(Xi) > and <8 * n Xi, 8y-^Xi>
(30)
As a more complicated example let 0 be the n-sentence
in )
V  V y i i i ^ U g y  XiigcUit — P
— - ^ 1 1 2 ^ ^ 2  ( ( y i i i ^ y i i g )  ^  n  1 2 ^ 1 ^ 1 1 2 ) ) )
then 0P(0) is
^ ^%ii2 (%iii<%ii2 c x ) , ^yi 12(yii.1 —^x) >
A point to note is that if 0 is any U -sentence 
then the free individual variables in OP^0 
correspond to the free individual variables in 
OPg(0) and each farms a complete sequence •
If T is a set of n - sentences in then
OP(T) = 1 OP(0) :0 £ T }
2.57 Lemma
If T is a set of n-sentences in lA and 
A is an n-set then
OP(T) U ! <Xin Xg,Xi u Xg >,<Xi u Xg, Xi n Xg> 1[A] 
is also an n-set.
We write OP(T)[[Aj] for the above set.
Proof
We sketch the proof.
iii) of Def 2.31 follows since A is an n -set
iv) and v) of def 2.31 follow trivially from
Def 2.52 .
i) and ii) follow from the following facts .
Prom Def 2.54 every variable of the form Vj^^p 
for 1 < i $ m occurs in a formula of type 3 •
Since we are dealing with sentences in 2.54 it
follows from the definition of formulae of type 3 
that the variables of the form Votkp for 1 < i < m
(31 )
form a complete sequence as do the variables of
form v^Lkp » which clearly correspond . In view of
the point made prior to the lemma the x-variables
and y-variables which are quantified in OP^ ( #) and 
OPg(0) resp. form complete and corresponding 
sequences. Thus it follows that if 0P(§) is applied
to pairs of formulae satisfying i) ,ii) of 2.31 
then so does the resulting pair of formulae.
Induction will give the result.
□
2.58 SYNTACTIC CHARACTERIZATIONS DEF,
We say that an n- simple binary relation R
between L -structures is Syntactically Characterizable 
( written 8.C. ) if there is a T^ which is a
set of n - sentences in Ir s.t. for any n-sequence y
2.59 y is an approximation to T^ iff 
y is OP(T^)[[i< t,f>,<f,t> j]] good.
If T is a set of n - sentences in then we
write [[ OP(T)]] for the n-set OP(t )[[[<t,f>,<f,t>j]]
The reader may care to return to section 2.1 and 
the end of section 2.4 to compare the above with
the notions developed there •
As an example, if R is the relation of embedding 
between L-structures , Tp is chosen as in 2.55 
then [[OP(T^)]] becomes the set of pairs of formulae
02^> where 0^^ is existential and 6gÿ is 
the negation normal form of ( with suitable
conditions on the variables ) .
( 32 )
2.5 1Q Remark
In order to show that every approximation
to is [[OPTj^]] good it suffices to show that
every n-seqTience y s.t. y is [[OPT^]] good
by Theorem 2.42 a) .
If A is an n -set satisfying 2.59 for some Tj^  
then A is called a notion of goodness for R •
The main problem for the rest of Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 is t o  characterize a large class of
n -simple binary relations which are S.C.
In the usual proofs of Interpolation Theorems there 
is in proving the corresponding assertions to 2.59 
an "easy" direction and a "hard" direction • This remains 
true in our case . The next section is devoted to 
proving a result about the easy direction.
2 .6 Theorem
If T is a set of n - sentences , A is an
n -set and y is a T approximation which is A good 
thenyis OP(T)[[a ]] good .
Proof
For an understanding of" T approximation " 
see Remark 2.55
It suffices to show that if y|^T and
y is ^ good then y is OP(T)[[a ]] good •
Suppose y is not OP(T)[La ]] good , then there will
be <01# ,QqŸ> e OP(T)[[a]] and constants it , TÎ s.t.
sf and TÎ are y consistent for ^ where
Ti p  end f- GgV
It is easy to see that we can assume that
<6^‘3t ,02^> la of the form :
(33 )
< CPj. 0(x^, • • • Xp ) [ 0^ ^ , • • • , ] J OP 2 $( X.J^ , • • • , Xp ) [ 2 , * » " ) 0p 2 ] ^
for some # eT where 0L2>^  OP(T)[[a]]
for i ^ p , We shall show that for some i,i < i < p^ 
constants ü ,d y consistant for some can he found
s.t. j- and j~ 0i,g(»,a)
Where <0Li*0l8> of the form <0Li(^)^i ) ; 0L 2( S ^ ; ) >
Thus reducing the complexity, of <8i,Gg> .
Having proved this it follows easily that y is
not A good contradicting the choice of y .
The method we employ is to show that infact 
we can reduce the complexity of 0,
We must in general deal with an arbitrary formula
in SgfSiLW]] (which will be a sub-formula of $ )
Suppose For our induction hypothesis we have
i) H (^^3^ 2 ) ts a formula i^SgfSiEw]]
ii) y n(^ b) (this makes sense as h (^ b) is
a sentence and so a T^ for some R )
and tt b are y consistent for those variables 
in of form for i < m which do
not occur in a sub-formula of R of type 3 •
iii) k OPi n(?Ti)(^
iv) V- oPg n % ) ( t i  Wg^)
where we assume the free variables of OP^Hare :st^
and the free variables of OPgH are ^g and
b bj. b by are y consistant for those variables
8 4:
in 5tg of form v^i^p for 1 < i ^ which do 
not occur free in a sub-formula of R of type 3
Clearly i) ii) iii) iv) hold for 0 in place of R .
We now show how to reduce R by induction .
(
Case 1
Suppose R is of fo-rm 
^ 8^6 ^^2 (63— ^©) where © is in SgLSiEw]]
itg y^ . occur in the formula of type 3 63
and. itg Ÿg do not •
Then by iii) and iv)
l-agg (op^ (®) [^1 ] [a ]
I-3ÿ6(0Pg(®)[^J[ü By ]
4:
Hence we can find bj. e Const(T^) and by € Const (T^)
5 ' 6
Y oPi(®)[?Ti][^i 3 5
h 0Pi(®)[(6i.i][BBi ]
T l  I -  O P g ( @ ) [ ^ g ] [ B B y  b y  ]  .
4: 6
Since H is a subformula of 0 a n-sentence ,
the variables of form. Vj^xp for 1 < i ^ m
occur free in a subformula of © of type 3 •
So iii) iv) hold for © in place of R •
It is easy to see that i) ii) hold for © in 
place of R , since y J**" ©[^^ bby by ]
3 6 4c  ^6
Case 2
Suppose R is of the form 
kV 3!tk €Ui3^k eUg( 6 k n  8k"= n 6k n®k)
1 2 1 2 3
where ©^ e S^Cw] for ^
Then by assumption
a) iXY- a V«k (0k - »  O P j @ ) ) [ ^ i ] M
k 1 1 __
b) T ^ Y  A  \/3^k (0k — ? OPg(®))[0t,g][B]
k t ’ 2 2
and since ii) holds , for some m e t.
1 2
So we may chose ( b y  ) e Const (T^) (T^)
yfi 3]^^eUi33^m^GU2( 0 m n  6^^^ n 0m^ n © m ) [ ^ ]
s.t.
U. _ _ U
m
y  h (0m n 0m n  0m n © m ) %  bby ] 
' 1 2 3 mi m
1 2
(35 )
As in Case 1 those variables in which
1 2
do not occur in 0  ^ , occur free in some subformula of
3
© of type 3 . So by induction hypothesis ii)
holds for @ , as does i) ,
It follows from a) b) that iii) iv) hold ,
since h OPi (©) [^Ti ] and
m
h O P g (® )[0 i.J [W y ] .
m
Case 5
Suppose R is of the form
)ç/ 0g^^— 9 ©) where © gS^[W] ,
so________________________________
a) T^t- n OPi(®))[0i,i][B]
b) 3^3(63 n O P g (® )) [^ g ][B ]  .
So we may chooce (B„ ) € Const(T^) (T^)
1 2
g "t
’ f- (01 n O P i ( ® ) ) [ ^ i ] [ B S i^ ]  
t I ' I -  (03 n 0P3 ( ® ) ) [ ' ^ ] [ W y J
SO
y (r ©[bbj^Wy^]
and since the variables occur in a subformula
of © of type 3 , i) ii) iii) iv) clearly hold .
Case k
Suppose R is of the form
y 3Xk€Ui3yk€U2(0k^^n 0k^= n 0k )
k&t 1 2 1 2 8
then  ^  ^^ ^
a) Ti k^t — )' 0ki)
b) k A ( ®k —  ^0k 2 ) fb]
' k 2 2
where <p^ \^e 0l7'’ ’
Again since ii) holds , for some mg.t
y k  ag. €Ua(0m^i n 0 m n  6m )
(36 )
So we may choose ) e Const(T]() (T^)
s t
y " k  (Gm^i n n 8  ^ ) [^i bB^ ]
' 1 2 3 ml nig
so ] and |- 0^3 [BBy ] .
Now the variables corresponding to bb^ W n  are
"i %
x-variables y-variables resp. of the form Vj^xp
where 1 ^  i < m . They form a complete corresponding
sequence , as can be seen from the fact that 0
is a n  -sentence and the reduction in the proof.
It can also be seen from the proof that
bbj; and W y  are y consistent for the variables 
'"i "’2
corresponding to bb^ • It thus follows by induction 
that our result is proved.
□
(37 )
CHAPTER .3
. 1.
In this chapter we give a model theoretic 
description of those n-simple relations which we 
can show have a S.C. ( See 2.58 ) .
First we prove some theorems .
Def
In section 2.53 we defined S^ as a Set of
(1 )- operators of form a) and h). Let S^h he
the set of form h).
A Eg -sentence is a n-sentence in S2[S^'b[w]
For example:-
V  XiiieUil/yiiieUaCxiiiRiyiii— »)5kii2eUi(6(xiiiXii2)“i-— >
3yi 1 gcUg(xiigR^yi 1 g n 0(yniyiis) ®) ) )  
is a llg-sentence. Externally it is an ^ 3  sentence, 
as the 2 in" Rg" is to suggest, though it can
he very complex when one considers 0 .
3.11 Theorem
Let A he a^ n-set and 0 he a
Eg-sentence . I f  y is an n-sequence which is 
OP(0)[[a]] goody then 3 Ô s.t.
i) ycô
ii) Ô M 0
iii) Ô is OP(0)L[a ]] good .
Proof
I) and ii) say y is an approximation to 0^
which hy Remark 2.55 is meaningful .
Since 0 is a Eg-sentence we may suppose w.l.o.g. 
that 0 is of the form :-
(38 )
V^ieUit/yi€Uj(e3Siyi— >VTtg6U i V y 4€U3( 63“® — )
k Y, ^ Y k  «83(6^^ '^  n Gk^2 n 8k >. ) .
k'^ L 1 2 1 2 2 '
This has the effect of tidying up our proof 
without significantly altering OP(0)[[a]] . 
Claim
Suppose /3 is an nrscqucnce which is 
OP(0)[[a]] good, s.t. for some g Const (if)
1 3
and by by G Const (T^) ,
1 4
bj and by are /3 consistent for
1 1 .
and ^
Tf Y 01 (®x ) and Tg h e 3(By Vy ) .
1 3  1 4
Then choosing , for riew distinct constants
bj ,by , we have for some ^
 ^i ^2
is OP(0)[[a]] good ; where
/  is if Ui 8k(^i êfi «I ) j,(Ef ( R ^ ) U
1 1 3 k
U [6k (by by by ) ] ,
2 1 4 k ^
where for 1 ^  i < m (Ri ) * is formed from Rr hy
adding the subset of (bj U b% )^ *^ X (by U by
3 k '4 'k _1 2
consisting of those sequences of constants for 
which the corresponding variables are of the form 
^Lip>***^^ln0^^Lip>'**^^Ln.^p fci* some p g o>
Suppose not , there will he , for k^t
<;cïXk >XaYk^> € OP(*)[[a ]] s.t.
Tf k 01(01 0x ) n (8k (01 01 01  ^ )->XÏ(0i^ ))
1 3  i i 3 k ^  k ^
(- 83(By^By^) n (8k(0 y^0 y^0«^ )->>Æ(gH^ ))
where tr and gn are 0^ ^consistent *for %  ,
ka k*
we thus have
Tf f-303(0i(0xjn^^^'?'5fk^(0k(0xj-^>è(ïi^ _(!% UI3)))
Tf I- 3y4(0j0yJn^^^V'yk^(0k(0y^)-> xS(gu/-(w/uW^P)
which shows that ^ is not OP(0)[[a]] good .
Contradiction, so claim holds . Claim □
(39)
We now proceed as follows.
Suppose /3 is OP(0)[[a]] good , we well-order those
sequences of constants b„ which
1 1 a 4
satisfy the conditions of the above claim , as 
t^ :a</i for some ordinal jj, „
We define a sequence /3^  :a^ /i of n-sequences
s.t. a) /3^  c 8 a-<«y <
b) 8 is OP($)[[a]] good for a^ /j.
ty.,
i) = /3
ii) If (3 is defined^ then B . is obtained
" ^a+1
from using t^ ,as 0^ was obtained from ^ in
the claim.
iii) If cx is a limit ordinal and is
defined for y < a then /3^  = U6 (See 2.42 (c) for def.)
It is easy to see that a) and b) hold .
( For iii) use 2.42 (c) )
By Theorem 2.42 (b) we can extend 0 to /3*
which is OP(0)[[a]] good, where T^* and T ^  are
H.C.C. theories . Thus we have defined an operation
from 0 to 0* •
We now define a denumerable sequence y^ € w
by yo = y
Vn+1 = (V n ) *
Let Ô =^U yn
1 ) ycô : The operation 0 to /3* has the
property that 0 c 0 *
(AO )
2) ô p $ ; The whole point of our claim and
construction was to guarantee that 
this held . The details are left to 
the reader .
3) Ô is OP(0)[[a ]] good : Each for neo) is
OP(0)[[a ]] good , so hy Theorem 2.42 (c) 
the result follows .
□
Def
Suppose y^o(}a<fi ^ sequence of n-sequences
s.t. for some T^  ^ of an n-simple relation R,
a) c a < 0 <
K ^R a < fj,
Then we say is a T_ - sequence .Ut UL^  Le» XV
Notice that there is a natural elementary embedding 
of [Ti^a] into far a < fj, i = 1,2
Def
We say R is preserved in T^ sequences if
the union of every T^ sequence is a model of T^.
3.12 Theorem
Let T be a set of Ilg-sentences ( in L^ ); 
let R^ be the relation defined by T.
( which is defined , see Remark 2.55 )
Then i) R^ is n - simple
ii) Ry is preserved in T sequences ( T = T^ )
iii) R^ is S.C. with a notion of goodness [[OP(T)]].
( w  )
Proof
i) This is a restatement of Remark 2.55 •
ii) This is left to the reader .
( See the definition of llg-sentences .)
iii)
j .J 1
Let y he a n-sequence which is [[0P(T)]] good.
We show that y is an approximation to T .
Well-order T as [0 j(J, yL<K
For a < fc
0P($„)[ [[OP(T)]] ] = [[OP(T)]]
H'
Suppose 0 is OP(0 )[ [[0P(T)]] ] good .
H'
By Theorem 3.11 we can extend 0 to 00 s.t.
00 is [[OP(T)]] good .
We define y for fi < k s.t.
a) V c y for u K v < k
'  ^II ' V ^
y|l+^  j= 0^ 0 < K
c) y is ' [LOP(T)]] good for < /c .
by
yo = y
^^+1 = (y(i)
foi limit ^
V = U y y^L a<p, 'cl '
y* =
So y* is [[OP(T)]] good hy Theorem 2.42 (c) .
y* y^
We now define inVÎneco
oY = y
n+1^ = (^M)*
Then set
(42 )
Clearly 6 %  y and is [[0P(T)]] good .
We claim that ô T .
It can easily he seen that tJ and Tg are
H.C.C. theories .
For each
th{J,+^ element in the chain used to construct y^,
This is a 0 - sequence , and since 0 is a
0 0
rig-sentence we have hy ii) of this theorem 
that Ô j- 0^ . Hence ôj=^T so y is an approximation 
to T.
Suppose now that y is an approximation to T # 
We show that y is [[OP(T)]] good .
It suffices to show that if y p T then y is 
[[OP(T)]] good .
By 1 0P($ ) ! [[a ]] we mean the union of
0 0<Ti
0P($„ )[[0P(* )[[...[[0P($ )[[a ]] ]] ...]]
0^ 1 Ug «s
for all finite subsets [o^,...,asi of 77 where
> a<
y 00 and is { <t,f> , <f,t> ! good .
By Theorem 2.6 y is OP(0q)[[[ <t,f>,<f,t> j]]good,
If 77 < /c and we assume y is
[ OP(0 ) ! [[1 <t,f>,<f,t> ]]]good , then since
0 0^V
y [r 0^ ,again hy Theorem 2.6 , y is
I 0P(4 ) I <t,f>,<f,t> j }] good .
( W )
It follows by transfini te induction that y is
i 0P($^) i <f,t>,<t,f> i ]] good.
Iterating with { 0P($ )- j [[1 <f,t>,<t,f> j ]] in
yi jU</c
place of j <t,f>,<f,t> j , we find that y is
[ OP(0^ ) [OP(0^) [ <f,t>,<t,f> !]]],] good.
Repeating this denumerahly many times gives our
result .
□
Theorem 3.12 is syntactic in nature . It allows 
us to find a great many n-simple relations which
are S.C. . We now prove that if R is n-simple 
and preserved in Tj^  - sequences for some T^  ^ then 
R is S.C. .
By Theorem 3.12 it suffices to show that if R
is n-simple and preserved in T^ - sequences for some
T^ then we can find a T^*^ say , which is a set
of Uq -sentences .
As might be expected we rely heavily on our
previous results . We also adapt a type of proof
developed by Keisler in [ K^ ] Theorem 6 •
(Wk )
We need to consider two binary relations ,
and Ng between - structures, ( rather than
L - structures) . They will be (1,1) - simple relations,
To avoid confusion we suppose that the unary 
predicates added to to obtain are
and Vg , and the added relation predicates 
are PJ ^^ .d P| .
is the (1,1) - simple relation asserting
the existence of two relations and Fg s.t,
i) is functional from to uj
ii) Fg is functional from Ug to
iii) F^ "preserves " L formulae from to uj
IV) Fg "preserves " L*(ê) formulae from to
v) for 1 < i ^ m if
Fi relates b to b ( pointwise )
Fg relates b to b ( pointwise )
and cf= bR[>-i,b then D j=^
5.22
If for an - structure G jf 2 ( See 2.21 )
we define an n - sequence
= Th(Ci+ ), (R!i)°,...,(RRm)'^,Th(G3+)
then for C , D |=- 2 
C Ni D iff y is included in some "copy" of y^.
( By "copy " we mean , obtained from y^ by
changing individual constants , )
( 45)
AS is to be expected is (1,1 ) - simple.
In fact a suitable is the following set
of sentences in ( b ^ ) ^ ) ,
V  ^ kiieVi(Uk(xkii)^^-43ykiieVg(Uk(y,<ii)^2 n XkiiF&yxii)) ' 
y  ^ Kip^^iy yki^^^2(AA ^kip^ftYkip -9 ( (0^k (Xki^ ))^i -4>
— ) (0^k(y,^^-))^2)) ^
where k = 1,2 , and if k = 1 0 eL
k = 2 <p eL’(ê)
Our conventions stated in 2.53 hold for 0
in .
** By Xki^ we mean a sequence of variables
of form 3^ip^,...,Xkip^ .
For each 1 ^ i < m
^iip y.iip ^ G i p ^ V g ^ A A  Xiip^iYiip nAi\. x^ip^gYgip —
( (x±ipi^L‘'X2ip)^^(yiipi^i^y2ip)^^ ))
It is easy to see that each of the above sentences
is a Ilg- sentence and so is S.C.
We have that [ [OP(T^ )]] is
[< 2 Xiii (Ui (Xiii ) n Xi) , ^  ^111 (bi (y^ii) ? ) > 9
< 3xgii(Ug(xgii) n Xi) 9 V YgiiCUgCygii)—^ Xi) > ,
< 0^i(xiip) n Xi , 0^^(y±ip) > )
< 0^^(x2ip) n Xi , 0 ^ ^ ( y 2 i p ^  Xi > ,
< ^ll|T^L ^ ^21p ^ Xl , Ylip^u ^ y21p ^
for 1 ^i ^ m with the relevant conditions
on 0 i [[[<t,f>,<f,t> !]] .
3.23
It is not difficult to see that [[OP(T^ )]] 
is the set of those pairs of formulae of the 
form < 0i ,, n.n.f. (ie.i)> where
(A6 )
© 1  Ê 1< 3 X i i i€ Ü i  (X i )> ,< 3 X g ii  eUg (Xi ] [ [ z ] ]
where Z is the set of ajl formulae of the form
fur çieL , for ÿe L'(Ê)
and for 1 ^ i < m •
Where n.n.f. (^) is the negation normal form of
and in this case^ we make suitable changes of
the constants and the variables . ( e.g. x, — j? etc.)'  ^ l i p  ' l i p  '
We now describe , the reason for considering 
this relation will be seen shortly . Ng is the 
(1 , 1)- simple binary relation between - structures 
C and D asserting the existence of two relations
Pi and Pg s.t.
i) Pi is functional from Ui to uj
ii) Fg is functional from to uj.
If Fi relates b and b ( pointwise ) and
Pg relates b  and b ( pointwise ) then ;
iii) For 1 ^i < m
If C 1= bR^ 'i'b then D bR^i'b
and if D 1= then C bR^i-b .
iv) If <®i(^iip^2is’) f Gg(yiipygis)> G [[op(Tjj^)]] 
and C ^ 8g (bb) then
D 6g (bb) ( equivalently D 1 0i (bb) )
Again Ng is (l,l)-simple , it is easily shown that
there is a set of Hg- sentences ( in (L&)(1'1)
describing %
We find that [[OP(T^)]] can be described as the
set of all pairs of formulae of the form
< fi * fz > where 0g = n.n.f. (i ( again with
suitable changes of the variables and constants )
(U7 )
and 01 is any formula in
k  3 X m € U i ( X i ) >  <3XaiiEÜ3(X i)>  i [ [ î < T X ^  > i [ v ]  ] ]
where V consists of all formulae @ where
for some < 6g> c [[OP(T^ )]]
0 = n.n.f, (-7 0^) (i.e. 0 is 0g with
suitable changes of the variables and individual 
constants . )
We leave the details to the reader •
5.24 Remark
In both Ni and Ng the relations and
Pg are 1 to 1 functional from to uj and
Ug to uj resp. ( This is because in both
cases (xiii / ^±±2 )^  ^ is " preserved ’’ etc. )
If the (l,l)-sequence ( in ) y is 
s.t. y jp T^ then
Tg , (Pi ,(P^)~^ ,T]^  is an approximation to N^
(Since it is [[OP(T^ )]] good by iv) in the
definition of Ng )
Where by (P^ )""^  we mean [<ba> : <ab> e (P^) ]
for k = 1,2 ( i.e. the inverse relation ). This
property is the main point of the definition of Ng , 
Notice that (P^)”  ^ will also be 1 to 1 functional 
for k = 1,2
Def
We let Aq = [ 0 : for some sentences s,t,
<t±fŸ2> G [[OP(T^^]]
0 = n.n.f. (1 01 ) 1
(48 )
3.3 Lemma
Let r be any L^ theory . Let A be 
any L^ - structure s.t. A |=- r fl Aq 
then the (1,1 ) -sequence
Th(A +) ,0 , r  is [[OP(T )]] good .iNg
Proof
Suppose not , there will be ^ont^nce^s 
01 and 0g where <6i ,6g> g [[OP(T„ ]] and
A 1=“ 01 and f j- 6g
but 0g is equivalent to a member of Aq
( infact modulo change of bound variables 0g e A^ )
So A 1= 0g , but this is not possible 
since A 6i and j- 0i*^7 1 0g
□
Def
If i is a sequence of ( L^ ) structures
where for i E cu ^
A (i- 2 ( For def. of 2 see 2.21 )
A^ Ni A^^^ and the relations
asserted to exist Fi and Fg are the inclusion
functions .i ^i+1 aÎ AÎ+1
Fi : UT — ^ UÎ and Fg : Ug — -> U?
then is called an %  - chain .
( Notice the similarity to the Def. given prior 
to Theorem 3.12 and the Remark in 3.22 . )
Its union is defined to be any L- - structure 
c s.t. Cl (A^)i
= U_, (Ri"-)^ for 1 « 1 < m .
( ks)
Notice that this is a reasoahle definition since
[ (-^ )^}< • neo) J is an elementary chain for k = 1,2
Def
We say a L— theory r is preserved in
N. - chains if whenever ÎA^Î. is an
 ^ 'lew
- chain s.t. A ^ ^  2 U f for ieco then ( all of )
its union(s) is (are) also a model of f
3.31 Theorem
If r is a theory in which is
preserved in - chains , then there is a set of
sentences f' c Ag s.t,
2 U r f* r' and 2 U f' p f
Proof
Suppose there is no such set of sentences
r' so that the above conditions hold .
Let [ 0 : 2 U r ( - 0  and 0 e Aq i
Clearly ,
2 u r r r" 
so 2 u r" K  r 
hence there is 0 e f s.t.
2 u r" K  
Now ( 2 ur) n Ao c r" so
2 u ( ( 2 u r ) n Ao ) y  çi
Let A be an - structure s.t.
A { = 2 u ( ( s u r ) n A o ) u i i ( i 5 !
By Lemma 3*3
3.32 Th(A + ) ,2 U r is [[OP(Tjj )]] good .
( 50)
So we can find , Pg and s.t.
Th(iA +) , Pi , Pg , Th(iB +) |=T„ By 3.12 Hi) ,
which extends J .32 .
Since and Fg are 1 to 1 f^mctional over
to and to resp, we may
r~'
assume wjoil.g, that F^ and F g are infact functions 
from ^ g
Pi : Ui^^-9 Uii^ ,
Fg : ,
A < j_A and is chosen so that F^ and
F2 are infact inclusion maps .
Since 3*33 holds , it follows from Remark 3# 24 that : 
Th(iB +) ,(Pi)"1,(P2)"1,Th(iA +) is [[OP(Tjj^]] good 
which , therefor e , is an approximation to ,
so there is an extension of the form
ThCgB ) f G4 p Gg ; Th(gA )
Where, again w(ojl]g. we may assume
lA < gA and ^B <gB  ^
and since Gk extends (Fk)~^ (still considered
as relations ) k = 1,2 , .. we may suppose that
Gtj : k = 1,2 and are inclusion
maps
We thus have the following situation
(51 )
A
n/
.A
A
Nr
2  u r
N. G.
Gr
,B
Where all the maps 
are inclusion maps 
on their domain •
From the definition of N^ it easily follows
that N^gA where the relations asserted to exist
hy N^ are simply 
B _ _ oAGi n ( X ) and Gg n X )
which we continue to call G^ and Gg resp. 
Hence from the fact that 
Th(A +) ,0 , 2 U r is [[OP(Tj]] good
and the preceding argument we have
,A
A
A\
V
A F.
Nc
A\
•> iB F 2 u r
Where all the maps 
are inclusion maps 
on their domains .
Clearly
( 52)
Th(aA '*') ,(p ,<p , 2 V T is [[OP(T„ )]] good ,
Since
Th(A "*") ,0 ,0 , E U r was.
Repeating the above argument with in place
of A , we again obtain a situation similar 
to 3.3U .
Iterating we find
A
A
A
A
N
/- E u r
2
3
'v^ Vhere all the maps 
are inclusion maps 
on their domains .
It is easy to check that 
Ni - chain .
Let ojA = U nA 
new
(53 )
wA is a union of 1 iBj.
IGW
This fact is the whole point of the construction • 
The details are left to the reader .
Since A ^ wA and a  <;è
wA^j/ r
hut L B j= r for iew.
It follows that r is not preserved in - chains •
□
3.55 MAIN THEOREM
If R is a n - simple binary relation such
that there is a T^ which is preserved
in Ni - chains , then R is Syntactically
Characterizable .
Proof
By Theorem 3.31 we may suppose T^
is a set of Aq sentences ( See Def 2.21 )
In view of Theorem 3*12 it suffices to show
that for each ^ € Ag there are a finite number
of sentences <P± » • • • Bg s. t.
L 0 (Pi
' I3i<s
Now Ao is the set of sentences in
(5i^  )
i <V'xiii€Ui(x)>,<Vxgi3_€Ug(x)>,<Xi n Xg>,<x^ u Xg> ! ... 
t- i< “7 ^ >1 [1 <3x^1 €U^  (x ) >, < BXgj^^eUg (X)>,<X^ n Xg>;
< X  ^ u Xg >i [w]  ] ]
where W is the set of all formulae of the form
01 , Gs^^Cxgip) , XiipRi^Xgip
for 1 $ i $ m . ( see Def after 3.24 )
By the usual normal form theorems , see Keisler[Ki ]p 
this set is the same as the sentences in 
I <x± n Xg >j [ I <)/Xiii€Ui(X)> ,< y  XgiiEUg(X) >i ...
[ [ <X^ u Xg >i [ 1 O  X> j [ i< u Xg >i . . .
[ i < 3 X m E U i ( X ) >  ,< 3Xgii€Ug(X)> j[i< n Xg >![w]]]]]]] .
Which in turn can he seen to he the set of
sentences in
!< Xi n Xg >i [ I <y Xm€Ui(X)> ,< y  XgiiEUg(X) >Î[T] ] 
where T is the set of formulae of the form 
X  where
f e i< Xi n Xg >! [W]
X  € !< X4 U Xg >J [ i< 3XiiiEUi(X)> ,< ^XgiiEÜg(X) >|...
[ [< Xi n Xg >! [W] ] .
Which is equivalent to the finite conjunction of
the sentences in
3.36 ! <YxiiieUi(x)> , <yxgiiEÜg(X) >! [t ] .
Claim
Bach of the sentences in 3-36 is equivalent 
to a Ilg- sentence .
( 55 )
The proof of this fact is l®ft to the 
reader • We only have to change the variables 
^iip ^^ (3. check that suh-formulae of the 
form Xiip&L^yiip have their variables
changed suitably .
Example:
^  l/xgi^GUg ( n 0 (p ^^214)
becomes
^  y.l 14^ .1 24: ( ^14,^12 4:Biyil4yi 2 4b —0
( (( 0 X i n  3Cii^  = Xi2ft) ^n y±±^ — ^124 )
— 9 ))
With the claim we have proved our result •
□
The natural question to ask now is whether 
the converse holds • That is :
If R is n - simple and S.C, then is there
a Tj^  which is preserved in - chains ?
Alternatively , is there any subset R of n s.t. 
if R is n - simple and S.C. then T^ can be
chosen to be a set of sentences in R ?
After Def 2.22 we suggested that we could give
a syntactic condition on those T for which R^ is
defined 7 this is left as an exercise for the 
reader .
( 56 )
CHAPTER k 
U. 1 Introduction
Suppose A is a notion of gocAness
for some binary n - simple relation R in L , s.t.
whenever <ei,8g> e A 6g = n.n.f. (-) e^)
( with the usual suitable conditions on the
variables and individual constants . ( See eg, 3.23 ) )
Let tt^ A = : 6  ^ is a sentence and 3 8g(<8i,6g> e a)}
Provided tt^ A can be described in a syntactically
simple way , we have an interpolation theorem
for R . ( See 2.1 b) )
For let 9 X Le any sentences in L .
If the L.H.S. of 2.11 holds , then
'i/r 9<P 9 ••• tp f ^  X is A bad .
So ■ .there are ^ent^n£es_ 8^, 6g s.t. <6i,8g> e A
and
^ p 6i and ^ 6g
but 02 = n.n.f. (1 01 ) ( We have suppressed mention
of the individual constants , as we shall continue
to do )
Therefore
^ 01 and *7 X y "I
ie. r it- 01 and 0i h X where e tt^ A
So the R.H.S. holds .
If the R.H.S. holds then clearly
^ ,-?X is A had .
^ (57)
So the LoH.S. holds •
It follows that we have an interpolation theorem •
In this chapter we use our previous results , and 
the above comments , to obtain interpolation theorems.
In particular we consider
Direct Roots of Direct Powers .
Direct Factors ( See [Kq ] )
A new interpolation theorem concerning "cofinal" 
embeddings .
An extended version of Craig’s Interpolation
Theorem .
Towards the end of the chapter we consider 
certain ternary relations .
The following sentences have nice properties , 
as we shall see .
Symmetric Sentences
Let V be the set of all formulae in L of the
form _ n
V S eU i( — >3ÿ€Ua( (p ^ n d ) ) o r
( 0^2— ÿ33t€Ui( n 8 ) )
Where 0 is a formula in L ( o f  type 1 when 
relativized to and type 2 when relativized
to Ug ( See 2.53 ) )
0 is a formula of type 3 in L and the variables
in 0 are precisely the variables It 3^ •
(58)
Let be the set of (1) - operators ( in L )
of the form
'/*eUi( 0^1— ),3yeUg( 0^an 6 n ) ) o r
'^ŸeUg( — >33?eUi( 0^^n 0 n X^ ) )
where the above conditions on 0 and 0 hold ,
and the variables in 0 are precisely the variables
in 3t y of the form Vj^^p where 1 ^ i ^ m .
( There may be variables of the form Vj^^p in 3? y* .)
Let Tg be the set of (1 ) - operators of the
form
\/*eUi.VyeUg( 0 — ?Xi )
where 0 is a formula of type 3 in L and the
variables in 0 are precisely the variables Ÿ 
( Our usual conventions still hold so , for example , 
in all cases corresponds to Ÿ • )
4.21 Def
Symmetric Sentences are all the sentences
in Tg[Ti[v] ]
4.22 Remark
Comparing the above Def. with Def 2.54 
of n - sentences , we see that every Symmetric
Sentence is also a n -  sentence . In consequence 
Theorem 2.6 holds for Symmetric Sentences .
It is not difficult to see that for a Symmetric 
Sentence $ we have OPg(0) = n.n.f. ('*1 OP^($) )
where again we have to change the variables and 
individual constants but also "1 is replaced by \  .
( 59)
Example
Consider the Symmetric Sentence $ i- 
Vyoo ieÜ23XooieUjVxiii6Ui((x^oi*Xiij^)li 3:^111 êU2(,(yooi«yiii)^® 
n XiiiRiyiii; )
0^1 ($) — ^001^^111 n %i )
oPg($) = 3yooi\/yiii( yooi^iii— >Xi )
So n.n.f. (1 OPi(#) ) = 3Xooi\/xiii( X o o i ^ X m — ^ l  ) 
and with our conventions this becomes ; —
ByooiV^yiii( yo01 ^ .111— ) 
which is OPg(^) .
4.23 Remark
From now on we make the further
convention , for ease of reading , that provided
there is no ambiguity we omit the symbols and Ug. 
There is no real problem since all x-variables 
are relativized to Uj_ and all y-variables are 
relativized to Ug . Thus , for example , the above 0 
becomes
V^yoo.1^^001( 0^0.1^ 1^11— j^ y^i 11 (yoo 1 ^ 111  ^^ iiiBiyin)) 
We shall also be fairly loose with our subscripts.
The reader will be able to substitute more
suitable subscripts easily • For example , we might
have written the above as
VyoBxo\/xj_( Xq^ i — >3yi ( yo^yi n XiR^yi )
(60 )
4.3 Def
Let R be any n - simple binary relation 
in L J we say there is an Interpolation Theorem
for R if for some set r of symmetric sentences
[ [ O P ( r ) ] ]  is a notion of goodness for R .
If r  is as above , then 7 T i [ [ 0 P ( r ) ] ]  is 
described syntactically and simply . It thus serves 
as the set required in the usual definition ,
( See 2.1 and 4.1 ) to show that R has an
interpolation theorem .
W l
It is easy to check that every sentence 
in Tg[v] is also a rig- sentence . ( See 3*1 )
It follows from Theorem 3.12 that for any set of
sentences r  in Tg[v]  , Rp is defined and is S.C.
with a notion of goodness [ [ O P ( r ) ] ]  . It follows 
from Def 4.3 that Rp has an Interpolation 
Theorem . ( Both in our sense and the usual sense )
Example
Consider the relation H of "onto homomorphism" 
between L - structures • It can be thought of as
the ( 1 )-simple relation with a Tg
Yxi3yi(xiEiyi) 
l/yi3xi (xiE^yi )'
Y ±1^1 ( AASiUî^i— ?( e(Si)— >e(yi) ) )
for 8(V) any atomic formula in L .
(61 )
These sentences are all in Tg [v] , so H has
an Interpolation Theorem .
[[OP(Tjj)]] = [ <3x^(X,),Vyi(X^)> ,<Vx^(X^),3yJXj> , 
<e('X^) n 5 0(^1 )— ^Xi >i[[[<t,f>,<f,t>j]]
It is easy to check that %q[[OP(T%)]] is simply
the set of positive sentences in together with 
f 1
Def 4,3 is not suitable if we replace "interpolation" 
by "preservation" . For in view of Lemma 2.44 it 
is not difficult to see that all n-simple
relations would have a preservation theorem under
this definition , in quite a trivial way •
In the case of Interpolation Theorems , there appears
to be no cause for treating Def 4.3 as trivial .
In [Mo] 2 Proof Theory is used to obtain many 
interpolation theorems in a wide class of languages .
The work which refers to First Order Languages is 
roughly equivalent to 4.31 } though the proof is ,
of course , much different .
4.32 Def
Let A and A' be two n-sets , we say 
A =y A' if whenever <0i>0a> e A there is
< 0^ f 02 > € A' S.t.
V"6i— >01 
1^ 02 >^2 
We say that
A = A' if A => A' and A' $  A .
( 62)
4,33 Theorem
If A is a notion of goodness for
the n-simple binary relation R by T^ in L
and A' is an n - set , then A e A' iff a'
is a notion of goodness for R by T.^  •
R
Proof
Suppose A E A'
If y is a T^ approximation then y is A good ,
but then y is A' good ( Since A' p  A )
If y is A^  good then y is A good , so y
is a T^ approximation .
Suppose now A' is a notion of goodness 
for R by T^ .
Let <e^3t ,02^> e A
Choose new individual constants b , forX y
1 ^ i ^ m let Ri be the set of those 2n^
sequences in whose corresponding variables
are of the form
Then Ô = 0^t^ ,Ri,...,Rm, 0 g %  is not A good ,
so is not an approximation to T^ and hence
is not A' good .
So there is 9 Pzf ±>  ^ some
«XI ^ «X «yi ^ «y
^ and b are Ô consistent for s.t.
Xi y^
Gaby I"
W.l.o.g. we may suppose that the variables
corresponding to in i^ fact 3^
( 63)
and those corresponding to in b^ are .
We thus have
and ^ 02^ — >02^1
So A p  A'
Symmetry gives the result .
□
Suppose R is an n - simple binary relation 
between L - structures which has an Interpolation 
Theorem . So there is a set of Symmetric sentences 
r s.t. [[OP(r)]] is a notion of goodness for
R . It follows easily that R has an interpolation 
theorem , in the usual sense , between models
of T ( a theory in L ) .
That is to say
4.34
For all 0- , X sentences in L
\ / a \ / b (  A , B  ^ T and A R B  and A |= 0 imply 
A jr X ) iff there is 6^  e [ [OP(r) ] ] s.t.
T U  lir] \r e± and T U  10± i H %
Now the L.H.S. of the above describes a^ i n - simple
relation R(T) 
i. e.
A R(T) B iff A R B  and A , B T .
Yil'e cannot in general expect R(T) to have an 
Interpolation Theorem ( in our sense , 4.3 )•
We extend our earlier definitions .
By T ^  we mean [ 0^^ : 0 € T ! for k = 1,2 .
( 61+)
4.35 Def
We say a binary n - simple relation R
between L — structures has an Interpolation 
Theorem between models of T if for some
Symmetric Theory r  , [[OP(r U T^^ U T^^ )]] ig 
a notion of goodness for R(T) .
In order to show that we can deduce 4.34
from this definition we need to know that
we can simplify ( suitably ) a notion of goodness
in the correct way .
4.36 Theorem
Let A be an n-set and r be a set
of n - sentences . Suppose 0 ^  e r where 0 is 
a sentence in L . Then
op(r)[[A]] = [ < 0 x , x  >![op(r-|0^^![[A]] ] .
Proof
R.H. S. c L.H.S.
It suffices to show that L.H.S.^ R.H. S. •
This can easily be shown by induction on
the complexity of the formulae involved f by using
the following obvious facts :
[ / -3k(ÿk— ]
Where we suppose for (say) m e t  0^ is of the 
form 0 — and for k / m is 0% ^
and if k 0  ^— ^0g
[ t 0k^®g))]..
( 65 )
The above Theorem , with its obvious corollary 
for sentences of form 0^^ , where 0 is a sentence 
in L f allows as to "pull" a theory out of 
the notion of goodness ,
4*37 Theorem
Suppose R has an Interpolation Theorem 
between models of T , and [[OP(r' U T^i U T^^ )]] 
is a notion of goodness for R(T) , where 
r' is a Symmetric theory . Then 4.34 is 
satisfied for R and T by %i[[OP(r')]] ;
Proof
The proof is straightforward and relies 
heavily on Theorem 4.36 .
□
We can also simplify n - sets , and so notions
of goodness in another direction •
4^38 Theorem
Let A be a^ n - set in L and r be
a n -  theory . Let 0 be of form
( 6 — ^ ( 0 :^^ — >0^2 .) where 6 is a
formula of type 3 containing precisely the
variables 3^ y^ .
Then if 0 e T
o p ( r ) [ [ A ] ]  =  o p ( r - [ $ l ) [ [ A  u  i<0 , T 0  >J ]] •
Proof
Trivial °
( 66)
4.4 Interpolation Theorems
4.41
Consider the binary relation DR between 
L - structures A , B s.t.
A DR B iff A X A 3! B X B .
In [K3 ] Keisler calls this relation Direct Roots
of Direct Powers , He uses infinitely long formulae
to obtain his results and expresses the difficulty
experienced in finding the necessary sentences 
to obtain an interpolation theorem .
DR is the (2) - simple relation defined by
the following sentences r  .
'/xiXgByiygC x^XgHfyiyg )
VyiygaxiXgC XiXgKfyiyg )
V 3(2^1 yg(AA — >( eSi n e S g -^ (  n ey^) ) )
VxiSgÿiygCAA ey^ n ey^— >( eSi n es^)))
where 0 is an atomic formula in L and all the
variables in are supposed to be of the
form Vjikp for j , k = 1,2 p e w
Clearly r  c T^ [ v ]  so R has an Interpolation Theorem.
Indeed a notion of goodness for R is the set
of pairs of formulae of the form :
<0i>02> where 0g = n.n.f. (10^)
( with the usual conditiuns on the variables
and constants )
( 67)
and 01 € l<3XiXg(Xi)>,<YxiXg(Xi)>i ...
[ [ i<9'Si n Glltg>;< 1 0*1 u “I 6*g> ><t> ,<f> i ] ]
( We have used Theorem 4.38 )
Translating this into the usual form , we obtain 
Keisler's Theorem [Kg] Cor. 4.2 .
We use the following Theorem to simplify the 
proof of a new Interpolation Theorem
4.42 Theorem
Let R(T) be an n - simple binary 
relation defined by a set of Hg- sentences 
Tj^ (T) . Let r be a Symmetric Theory s.t.
a) [[0P(Tg(2))]] [[0P( r U T %  )]]
b) '^R(T) b  ^
Then R(T) has an Interpolation Theorem 
between models of T ( See 4.34 for def.
of R(T) )
Proof
It suffices to show that if y is 
any n - sequence which is [ [OP(Tj^^^j ) ] ] good ,
then y is [[OP(r U T^^ U T^® )]] good . That
this is so follows from b) and Theorem 2.6
□
Let L contain in particular a binary relation 
< . Let T(<) state that ^ is a partial
ordering .
4.43 Let COP be the binary relation between 
models A , B of T(<) s.t.
A COP B iff 3 f : A — >B which is an
embedding and for b g B 3a € A 3c e B where
(68 )
f* ( a ) = c and b < c in B 
i.e. f is a " co-final " embedding .
^ ^COP
V*iyi(AA * ! % - > (  0*1-^eyi ))
Yxi3yi( XiHiyi )
y 1 ( ^i^iyi n yQ ^ yi )
T(<)bi
for 6 an atomic or 
negated atomic formula in L .
So [[OPfT^op)]] is 
[<0— ^x,0— >X> : 0 e T(<) j [ |<3]q (X), (X) >, ...
< / X i ( x ) ,  3 y o V y ± {  yo <  y^.— > x ) > ! [ [  < e ^ , ' i e  t± >  ]] ]
Where is atomic or negated atomic in L .
It is easy to see that this 
l«p->x,<p— ^x> : 0 E T(<)J[i< 3Xi(X) ,Yyi(X)> , ...
< \/xo3Xi( Xq < Xi n X),3yoVyi(yo < — »X)> ! ...
[[< 6*1 “10^1 >]] ]
Working backwards we see that the above n-set 
is [[OP(r U T(<)«1 U T(<)«® )]] where r is
V‘xi3yi(xiEjyi)
7*1^1 (AA *iRîÿi— ^ ( 6*1— >6^1 )
\ /y o 3Xo ' / x i (  Xo < x i— > 3 y i( yo < y i n X iE Jyi ) )
Clearly |= V
4.44 It follows from Theorem 4.42 that the relation 
of CO—final embedding 4.43 has an Interpolation 
Theorem between models with a Partial Ordering .
( 69)
V/e have the new interpolation theorem using 
the above notation
4.45 Theorem
0 , 0 sentences in L
V a V b  ( A , B 1^ T(«) A GOP B and A j= 0
imply B |r 0 )
iff there is a 6 e ^qqp s.t. 6 is a sentence 
and T(^) 0 6 n 6— >0
Where Aqq^ is the least set of formulae s.t.
a) If 6 is atomic or negated atomic in L
then 6 € Acop
b) if 015 02 e Aqqp so does 0^  n 02 , 81 u 02
c) if 0 e Aqqp then 3x0 € A^Qp and
n/xqEx^C Xq ^ x^ n 0 ) € Açjqp providing
x^ does not occur in 0.
Proof
This is a simplification of 4.44
□
It should be fairly clear that a large 
portion of the known interpolation theorems will
be amenable to our methods , Indeed all the
interpolation theorems expressable in a First 
Order Language in [Ki] , [K3] and [Ma.] are 
easily proved by our methods , except the next
result .
The following variant of Keisler *s Theorem
on Direct Factors ( See [ K g ]  ) is given here .
It is the only Interpolation Theorem I have
attempted and found difficulty with • I have been
unable to prove the original result
( 70)
Let A DP B iff 3 C A X G « B and 
the cardinality of the dom(A) ( Card A' ) is 
equal to Card B , where A , B and C are L-structures .
4.46 Theorem
DP is a (2) - simple binary relation
with a T^p 
1* ^ )
2* y  yiy^ax^XgC x^x^Rfy^y^ )
3* AA i ey^_>ei*i ) )
4» AA «iSaRfy^ya n AASaSil^ygy^
( n ( 0^1 n n  6^3— > eiîi n eitg )))
where 03t is an atomic formula in L •
Hence DP has an U Interpol at ion Theorem
Proof
Suppose f ; A X C — is an isomorphism 
and Card A = Card B
Case 1 Card B is finite .
Then Card C is 1 so
g : A — »B defined by
g(a) = b iff 3 c s.t. f(ac) = b is a 
bisection .
Let R be defined by
abRcd iff g(a) = c and g(b) = d
It is a simple matter to check that
A R B  V" T^p
(71 )
Case 2 : Card B is infinite ,
Define h : B — > C by
h(b) = c iff 3 a € À s.t, f(ac) = b
We define an equivalence relation ~ over B by
b ~ b ’ iff h(b) = h(b* ) 
let “B = [ b ’ ; b b ’ } for b e B 
B^ = 1 B ; b 6 B i and
B : B^— >C be the induced map B(B) = h(b)
Let g : A — ? B^ be any onto function s.t.
for B £ B^
Card I a : g(a) = B j = Card A 
Such a function exists because by assumption 
Card B^ < Card B = Card A ^
For B G B let
j-g : 1 a : g(a) = B !— ^B be any bisection
( which clearly exist )
We define R by
abRcd iff f(a,B(g(b))) = c and jg(L) = d.
Claim A,R,B •
Consider sentence 1*
Suppose a , b G A then
a W f ( a , A ( g ( b ) ) ) ) ( j ^ _ ^ - ^ Q ; ^ ^ ( D )
(72 )
Consider sentence 2*,
Suppose c , d € B 
3 b s.t. = d
3 a s.t. f(a ,B(g(b ) ) ) = c ( since g(b) = c )
So abRcd .
Consider a sentence of form 3*.
If f(yi,B(g%))) =
then B |= 0[y^] * = ^  A 0[]^  ^] for 0 atomic . 
Consider a sentence of form 4*.
If f(]^,B(g(]^))) = y^ and 
f % y B ( g % ) ) )  = yg 
and ^2 = then
Ai\ ( B (g (3 tg )) = B (g ^ ^ ) )  •
So = yg 
Now since
AA ( j  (^2  ) = 3_(^4:) ) and
y± y
AA ( j3 * 2  ) = % )  and AA( jys(*^) = *4 )
*1
we have y g = y^
Suppose further B I' 0[yi] n 1 0 [yg ] it follows
fairly easily from the definitions that
A 1= e[*i] n ie[*3]
( Hint B ^ eEŸi] c ^ e[fi(g(*2))]
c 1= e[fi(g(*4))] **
Now B leE^a] = »  A {:- ie[*a]
or cl^  6[fi(g(*t ) ) ] ** )
Claim □
( 73 )
Suppose now A R B ^  T^p
We show A DP B and Card A = Card B.
For each a e A define = i h e B : Bed (caRhd) j
By 1* for a € A B / 0
a ^ ^
We now define an equivalence relation t  over
A by a T b iff B^ =
For a G A let â = J b a r b i
We now define the L - structure C as follows .
dom C = [ â : a G A i
For 6Ÿ atomic in L we let :
©a holds in C iff 3 b s.t.
AA bbRbb and B 0b •
In order to check that this is a well - defined
definition , it suffices to show that if br b
then C k 6a iff 0 ^ 0e 
But suppose AA b r b
C 1=: 0a ■=^> 3 b  b b s.t.
AA -ÛSSSâ and B js eS
= >  AA ÿ € Bg and B
 s AA Ü E Bg ( since AA *  T 9 )
and B 
— \ 3 b b s.t.
AA and B j= dtf
= >  C Be 
Symmetry gives the result .
We define a function f : A X C 7B by
( 74)
fCab) = c iff 3 d ( abRcd )
This is a valid definition for if b r e and
3 d ( abRcd ) then d a ’ d ( a'eRcd ) , and so by 3* 
we have a ’ = a ( taking equality for )
Claim f ; A X C— is an isomorphism •
i) f is a function by 4*
ii) f is a function from A X C to B
For let ab € A X C , by 1*. 3 c d s.t. abRcd
so by definition f(aS) = c
iii) f is onto , for let c e B and d e B
by 2* 3 a b s.i, abRcd and
f(ab) = c. by definition .
iv) f is 1 to 1 for suppose
f(ai6i) = c = f(agbg)
In pictures
Li.
a.
"means"
Where a sequence a ---n — b -
abRcd 
By 3* = ag
It suffices to show b^ r bg
n
Suppose
^2 CZ 2
Ch € so we have
%
n
for some a» d<
(75 )
To show that e K  it suffices to show
0.1
that 3 at. a3h^RCj_d^ By 1 * 3ef s.t. agh^Ref 
Suppose if possible e / c^.
We have
a^h^Rcd and a^hgRcdg
a^h^Ref and agh^Rc^dg
and c = c and e / and h^ = h^ and hg= h g .
Hence hy U* j a^ = a^ and ag / ag. Contradiction 
Therefore e = c^
By symmetry it follows that
v) f is an isomorphism .
Suppose aA f (^) = TÎ and B ^  erf then hy 3*
A 0^ and C 0ÏÏ hy definition .
Suppose AA f (‘âïï) = Tf and A ^ 0Ë and C ^  ©5 ?
and assume B 1= “| 0Ü
Since C 0ÏÏ , hy definition, there are
, rf^  s.t. A/i = rf^  and B er?^ .
Then hy 4* A 1 0^ which gives a
contradiction .
Claim □
We have only to show that Card A = Card B .
Since Card 6 < Card B  ^ it follows that
Card A ^ Card B so it is sufficient to
show that there exists a 1 to 1 function
g ; g — ^A , which follows easily using
2* and 4*.
□
(76 )
Î P e CP i and [ Xgp : p e cu j be
sets of variables s.t,
[ x i p i p e o j î n l x g p t p e c ü i  = 0 .
Let be the least set of formulae
containing ;
le(lt^p) where 0 is atomic in L
^2p = ^2p c (l e(5f^ p) u 0(^^p)) where 0 is
atomic in L s.t, if 0 e F-n-rr, then
IJJ?
^^ip^2p®  ^ ^/xipXgpG G Fpp and
'DP closed under conjunction and disjunctionP
4.47 Theorem
The binary relation DP defined above 
has an interpolation theorem in the usual 
sense ( See 2.11 )  ^ wj^ere the set of 
interpolants consist of the sentences in P DP •
Proof
This is a simplification of Theorem 4.46 .
□
4.
In [p] Peferman using Proof Theoretic
techniques in a many-sorted infinitary language 
proves an extended variant of Craig’s Interpolation 
Theorem . We shall look at the problem in the
case of First Order languages .
Let L be a First Order Language not 
containing function symbols ( for simplicity ) ^
Let Ml,...,Ms be new unary predicate symbols .
will denote a sentence in L U  [Mi ,...,Ms !
where is obtained from the sentence 0 in L,
( 77 )
"by relativizing each occurrence of a quantifier 
in 0 to one of Mi,...,Mg
For simplicity we assume w.l.o.g. that ^ is 
taken in negation normal form . That is each 
negation symbol occurring in 0 negates an atomic 
formula of 0 and the implication sign does not 
occur .
Clearly , in general , for each 0 g L there will 
Mbe several 0- obtainable from 0.
Let Ji(0“ ) be the set of those i e |l,...,n}
s.t. some universal quantifier in 0 is relativized 
M
to Ml in 0 - .
Let Jg ( <^ - ) be the set of those i e [l,...,nj
s.t some existential quantifier in 0 is
Mrelativized to in 0-
Thus , for instance , if 0- = n.n.f. ( 1 (0~) )
then Ji(e-) = •
Suppose j- 0--^0^ then Craig’s Interpolation
Theorem states that there will be a 6 e L U  lMi,.,Mgj
s.t. h ( 0- — ^ 0) n ( e — >0^ )
** where the relation symbols and constants in
0 occur in both 0~ and ijp~
i.e. L(0)c L(0“ ) n L(0^) .
We cannot deduce directly that we can find such
a 0 of the form %- for some X  ^ L .
( 78)
That this is indeed the case was proved hy 
Peferman using proof theory in a many-sorted 
language . He expresses some doubt that this 
theorem is amenable to single sorted First Order 
methods . Feferman’s Theorem 4.2 in [f ] in the 
First Order case amounts to the following
4.51 Theorem
Suppose 0--- ^0^ then there is
an interpolant of the form 6^ satisfying 
the conditions ** above and further 
Ji(G-) c 
J^e-) c JsC/).
We prove this theorem using our methods .
Let A , B be L U | ] structures and
J c [l,...,n I .
We say A — ^ > B  if 3 f : A — ^B s.t.
1 ) f is an embedding of a |l — ^b |l
2) f[Mi,^] c .Ml® for 1 ^ i ^ n .
3) For i G J f[ML^] = Ml®
4.52 Theorem
Suppose is given , where % e L ,
f : A B and (%-) c J then for « € A
A I? x-['â] implies B (r X"[f^]
Proof
M
By induction on the complexity of
□
( 79)
Consider the following relation F defined by T^:-
/ x (  M^x-^ 3y( M^y n xPJy )) for i e Jg(0^) 
'/y(M;,y— >3x( n xPiy )) for i e J (/)
V  AA ^ ( 6(3t)— >6(7 ) ) ) where 6 is
an atomic or negated atomic formula in L(0) n L(0) .
Clearly F is (l)-simple with a B.C. by [[OP(Tp)]]
Claim
9i- . 0 , 1 /  is [[OP(Tp)]] had .
For otherwise we can find A > Pi , B s.t.
A F B and A |= 0- and B 4 ~t(0^) where
L(a) = L(0) u [Mi j .,,,Mg1 
L(B) = L(0) U !Mi,...,Ms! 
and since F^ is a 1 to 1 function we may
assume it is the inclusion map on its domain .
We may also assume
dom(A) n dom(B) = dom F^
We define an L( 0n0 ) U structure
as follows
dom (C) = dom(A) U dom(B) 
and for atomic 61^  € L(C) amd "Ë € dom(c)
C Q'Ê iff "Ë € dom(A) g L(-^ 0 A d'à
or 3 G dom(B) and 0V g L(b) and B 1^= 0^
It is easy to check that this is a valid
definition of C .
(80 )
It also follows easily that
^ fX\ ^  I L ( ^ )  u  !
B / m;— > G I L (^ ) U i
J210-)
For if i e then from the definition of F
and C we have :
Ml ®c Ml and
Ml^ = Ml'^  u Ml® = Ml^ .
If i G Jg(0^) then a similar argument holds .
Now since A 1^ 0- and B k 1 0^ it follows
from Theorem 4.52 that C 0- n 0^  ,
which gives us our contradiction •
It follows that for some pairs of sentences
<6i 62> 6 [[OP(Tj,)]] 
j- 0r^ 01
n / - > e a
A closer inspection of T^ will give us our theorem,
□
ksÂ
If R is a binary relation which is S.C. then 
we shall denote a notion of goodness of R
by . In particular if R is the relation
asserting the existence of an embedding^ we denote
it by c and A^ _ is the ” natural " notion of
goodness .
If R and S are binary relations which are S.C.
and ( for simplicity ) are (1 ) - simple , then by
( 81 )
R(s ) we mean the binary relation defined by
Tg U1 V  ) ) \
tor <8i%i,827i> E Ag .
( To he Ag/g\ good is to he an approximation
to R which ia Ag good . )
It follows that if , 0 , Tg is A^^g^ good 
then there are A,B,G and D s.t.
C S D
V/ v>
A R B
i-Ti -^^ 2
where R. the relation asserted to exist;
by R between a  and B is included in the
relation asserted to exist by S between C and D .
In [Ki ] Keisler proved that a sentence 0
is equivalent to a ^ 3  sentence iff
whenever
A ^ B
^  then A 1“ 0
^ «=^ 0
We can easily obtain this result , for
0 is not equivalent to a 3 sentence iff
0 , 0 0 is A^^^) good , iff
there are A , B , A ’ and B* s.t.
A ’ C: B ’
V/ '/z
A D) B
k 0 ki0
( We can assume c are really inclusions since one of 
the embeddings ’’extends” the other . )
( 82)
iff
there are A , B and B ’ s.t.
B ’
Which is Keisler’s result .
It will he remembered that these ideas were
employed in Chapter 3.
It is a well-known fact ( See [r ] page 232 )
that if 0 is a sentence containing at least 
one constant which is equivalent to both an
existential sentence and a universal sentence , 
then 0 is equivalent to an open sentence ( one
not containing any quantifiers ).
Indeed if R is defined by
V x  ( X = o — »3y ( xR^y n y = o ) for each
closed term o in L(0 )
(a a ) ) for 0 atomic or
negated atomic in L(0 ) •
Then it is easy to see that if
0 , 0 , 1 0  is bad ( not A^ good )
then 0 is equivalent to an open sentence .
( Simply eliminate quantifiers )
Thus if 0 is not equivalent to an open sentence
we can find A and B s.t.
A R B  where A 0 and B 4 1 0 ,
Consider the minimal substructure A ’ and B of
A and B respectively. ( These exist , i.e. are not
empty since Const( L(0) ) ?^ 0 )
(83 )
Clearly
A ’ R B ’
and the natural relation to take R^ is an
isomorphism of a * onto B* .
Now since 0 is equivalent to both an 
existential and. a universal sentence we have
A k 0 A*& 0 B ’ 1= 0 ==ÿ B 1= ~1 0 n 0
A contradiction .
We can easily prove many simple results of this 
kind . For example ;
4.61 Theorem
If 0 is equivalent to a V  3 sentence
and a positive sentence , then 0 is equivalent 
to a sentence which is at the same time a
y 3 sentence and a positive sentence •
Proof
•We sketch the proof •
Assume 0 is positive but 0 is not equivalent
to a sentence which is both positive and ^ 3  . 
Consider the relation R defined by
Vy3x ( xRiy )
\/sy ( »( e«— >67 ) )
where dit is both existential and
positive •
Clearly 0  , 0 ,1 0 is good •
So there are A , B and C s.t.
A k" ^ C 1 0
U  hSflSSorphism
B
where Th(A^) » f± * Th(C^) is A(j^omomorphism) •
( 84)
So we have D , E and s.t.
f . A homomorphism 
Is • A 5TTEÔ------ ? “
where
B
o
c
That C c D follows since c fg •
We thus have
6 -  “ ^ ^
D j= 0 since 0 is positive and A |= 0
So 0 is not equivalent to an V  3 sentence .
( A picture helps to follow the proof ! )
The theorem follows ;.
□
Suppose R is a ternary relation s.t. for
some binary relations and Rg we have
<A,B,C > e R iff A R^ B and B Rg C •
If Ri and Rg are preserved in T^^ - sequences and
Tq - sequences resp. and are n - simple, then R 
-^ 2 “*
has a notion of goodness . In fact by generalising
the results of chapter 2 and 3 we could prove 
that R has a ”S.C. However , this is unnecessary 
as the following shows .
( 85 )
4.62 Theorem
If Ri and Rg are n - .simple binary
relations preserved in T - sequences and
Ri
^Rg ” sequences respectively , then a notion 
of goodness for the ternary relation R
defined by :
< A,B,C> € R iff A Ri B and B Rg C is :
^R “ t <Gi'G2 u 01, 0g> : <01702> G and
< 01 > 02 >  ^ An Î
Proof
Strictly A^ is not a u n  - set , we ignore
this complication .
Suppose y = Ti, Ri , Tg , Rg , Tg 
( We have extended the notion of an. n - sequence
in the natural way )
If y is an R approximation then clearly y
is A^ good .
Suppose now y is A^ good •
We may assume w.l.o.g. that Tg is complete .
( c.f. the proof of Theorem 2.42 )
Now Ti , Ri , Tg is Aj^  ^ good and
Ta , Rs , Tg is good .
So we may find Ai , Bi s.t.
Ai Ri Bi where the relations asserted to
exist are RJ ( say ) where
Ai k Ti , Bi k and 3 Ri ( pointwise )
Now Th(B+) , Ra > Tg is good .
( Since T is complete. )
(86 )
So we can find Bg , Cg s.t.
BgRg Cg where the relations asserted to exist
are R| ( say ) where
^ Bg , Cg |s Tg and R| d Rg .
Ve thus have
Bg Rg Cg y,
But Th(Ai+) , RÎ , Th(Bg+) is A„ good . 
Thus we may iterate this process denumerahly 
often . Since R^ and Rg are each preserved in 
tPn - sequences and T^ - sequences resp, it easilyKi Kg
follows that y is an R approximation .
(87 )
CHAPTER ^
We consider in this chapter the characterization
of* those theories, which have models satisfying 
various complicated relations between several 
L - structures . We show that the results of the 
previous chapters can be successfully applied to 
a range of such problems .
5.11 The Amalgamation Properties
We say that a
theory T has the Amalgamation Property ( A.P. ) 
if whenever
B (= T
C /
J
G M  T
there is D T and embeddings
f ; B - f D  g : C — m  s.t.
the ” diagram commutes ” . ( That is ; if a e A 
then fa = ga . )
In view of the fact that there are many conditions
on a theory T of a similar ” shape ” as above ,
we generalize the above as follows .
For simplicity we restrict our attention to 
(1 ) — simple binary relations between L structures.
(88 )
5.12 Def
A (l)-8imple binary relation R is s.t.b. 
Diagrammatic if there is a consisting of
sentences of the form i
V (AA > V-Xg (e^SiSg— >37g (aa ^ R^7g n Gg^i^g ) ) )
With our conventions these are all llg sentences .
If the above sentenee is in we simply say
( Gi^i^g, eg7i7g ) is in Tjj •
So , for example , to say ( Xg = Xg,yg = yg ) is
in Tjj J means
V'xg( Xa=Xg— )3yg( Xgl^yg n yg=yg )) or 
equivalently Vx3y(xBJy) , is in Tg.
We have the following basic facts about
Diagram.ma3d.c relations .
5.13
1 ) If A R B  and C < A then C R B ,  the
natural relation to take being R^ n (CXC) . As
usual R^ is the binary relation included in AXB
asserted to exist by R .
2) If R is Diagrammatic and A is an Déstructure
we let Diag[R,2](A) ( the notation is supposed
to be suggestive ) be ;
{ 02^ : (01,02 ) is in and A |- 0i [t] ] .
If there is a B , an D-structure , s.t. for
some f : A — ^B (B fs)gg^ Diag[R,2](A) then
A R B .
The converse , in practice , will often occur .
( We need ( X2=Xg,y2=#2 ) snd (xi=Xi,yi=yi) in T^ )
(89 )
These results follow easily frem the definitions 
Keisler s Generalized Subsystems and Homomorphisms 
( see [Ki ] ) are Diagrammatic*
In particular if R is c or a homomorphism 
then R is Diagrammatic.
The relation c defined by
(aa ^ — > 8Ÿ1 )) for 0 atomic
or negated atomic is Diagrammatic.
Note that for any L - structures A and B
A c g B since Th(A+), ÿ. , Th(B+) k T
poss
5.14 Def
We say ( Ti,Tg,Tg,T& ) has the
( RijRgjRgjR^ ) - A.P. iff whenever
Ri
A
R.
3 D k: T^ s.t.
B RgD and C R& D and the diagram commutes .
i.e. if a Ri b and a Rg c then there is a d e D
s.t. b Rg d and c R^ d . We do not distinguish between
between
the binary relation R^/ L - structures and the
relation Ri asserted to exist by R^ .
If R is a binary relation between L- structures
then r ”"* is the relation defined by
A R”  ^ B iff B R A .
If Ri and Rg are binary relations, then
(R i,R g )  is the ternary relation defined by ;
( 90)
< A,B,C> € (Ri,Rg) iff A Ri B and B Rg C .
5.15 Theorem
If Rg and are Diagrammatic and
Ri and Rg are S.C. then the following are 
equivalent ;
1) (Ti.Tg.Tg.T^ ) has the ( R^jRg.Rg.R^ ) - A.P,
® 1= T.
2) Whenever
Ri
A  U rp ( a )1= Ti
R 2
C I. T3
then Th(B"^), S^ , T^ U | e = e : e € E }  , Sg , Th(C^) 
is a (Rg,R%^ ) approximation . Where , Sg and 
E are s.t. whenever a R^h and aRg c then 
a new constant e is chosen and
e g E <h e> G S^ <e c> g Sg
Thus E = Range S^ = Domain Sg .
3) Whenever V  2(ÿg2 u 8git ) where
<^1% ,ÿg7> € Ag and <8i% ,8g7> e Ag^ 
then there are <y±'^ >y2^>  ^ ^ôgy> €
s t
*Ti t-'/s(yi7 u 01% )
Tg p \/%(-| ÿi% u yg% ) (B)
T. V- 'Z %( 1 01% u ôg% )
Proof
That 1 )<W2) is trivial , 2) was written 
hy way of explanation •
Note that we use strongly the fact that Rg and 
R^ are Diagrammatic*
(91 )
3) =^2) :
Suppose (a ) holds hut 
** Th(B+) , Si , Ta U ie=e : eeEj , Sg , Th(C+) 
is not an ( Rg approximation .
So for Bome <0^^ ,0gy> g and some
-^3
<01% ,02#> G A_ ( this holds iff <8g3 , 0iy> g A^-l)
4r
we have Y 0g3 u 0g"Ë and
B k 01% C k 0i2 1
t (C) 
where AAhS^Ü AA ÜSgÜ )
since *» is A^^ * ( 8ee Theorem 4.62 )
* , , "'^ 9 - - -
We thus have T^ ^(02^ u 03^ ) , because
Const(L(Ta)) fl E = 0 .
In view of 3) it is clear that (B) holds ;
so as A ^ Ti  ^ we have A |= u )
Now by the definition of and Sg there are
^ G A s.t. AA "ËRi^ and AA ^RglT ( b y  (c)).
So A k Vi^ u ôi^ t .
W.l.o.g. suppose A k y±^
A Ri B B "J ygb" and since B k Tg
B K  l0i'^ which contradicts (C) •
It follows that 3)-=:^2)
2) ==>3) :
Suppose for some <0^»02%^> ^
<8:g, 8g7> 6 A„ T4 I-V%(02% U 02%  ) hut (B)
does not hold .
It is not difficult to see that for new constants ^
( 92)
Tg U 1^ 1-ai , i <aa >: a€è] , Ti U |AA ...
! <aa> : aglj , Tg U iGi^} la
^(14^,Eg) Eood . So we can find *.-
® t= Ta U [t] i
k Ti
R2
° P Tg U [6i[f]j ,
but then by construction 2) cannot hold •
□
Clearly T has the A.P. iff
(T,T,T,T) has the (c,c,^,^ - A.P.
5.16 Corollary
T has the A.P. iff
whenever
T P V  5t(0 f u et) 
where <pt and dt are universal formulae ,
then there are existential formulae yt and ôx
s. t.
T ^  Y  2( yZ u 62)
T \-V t{ yt--} (pt)
T r ^  .
□
We say injections are transferable in T if 
(T,T,T,T) has the ( c , ,-S^),c) - A.P. , 
where A iff there is a homomorphism of
A into B . Clearly we can characterize such T , as
was pointed out to me by Paul Bacsich .He also 
suggested consideration of the following problem .
(93 )
5.17 Def
V/e . say T has the Congruence Extension 
Property ( C.E.P. ) iff 
(T,T,T,T) has the (c - A.P.
here A on
A onto B .
w  3 iff there is a homomorphism of
The problem here , of course , is that
is not Diagrammatic.
We ask ourselves , under what conditions on
T do we have , whenever f ; A — --->3 where A,B T
that the image of A under f is a model of T ?
That is , what conditions on T prevents ;
for some e T
T , # ^ , T is ( , c) good ?
The answer easily pops out that T is the union
of a positive theory and a universal theory •
Vi/hich was , perhaps , the expected answer .
5.18 Theorem
Let T be the union of a universal
theory and a positive theory .
T has the C,E.P. iff
» (T,T,T,T) has the (c, f — - A.P. .
Proof
Obvious from the definitions and our 
restriction on T .
□
Thus, we can easily find a characterization of
such T .
What is not so obvious is ;
(9^ )
5.19 Theorem
Let T he the union of a universal 
theory and a positive theory .
T has the C.E.P. iff
** (T,T,T,T) has the ( c , ^ ^  , ) - A.P.
Proof
* *  —
Suppose we have
n^\m
such that the diagram commutes .
It follows that each member of C is mapped to 
some member of D , so we may assume C c D .
C.E.P.— »**
Suppose
B (- ^
A ji T
h
f \ ° m
It suffices to show 
T U I 0# : 0Ÿ is positive and B k 0['^ ] foe ÜeB j 
U i 0ft : 0t is atomic or negated atomic
teA and C p 0[f^] 1 is consistent .
( 95 )
In view of the condition on T
C* = C| [ fa ; aeAi 1= T
So it suffices to show that
T U 1 is positive and B (= 0[t] for teB ]
U Diag C ’ is consistent , hut this follows
from C,E.P.
□
3*110 Assuming T is the union of a positive
theory and a universal theory ,
T has the C.E.P. iff whenever T P >/ dt V (pt ) 
where 65t is the negation of an existential 
positive formula and <pt is quantifier free , 
there are yt ' and 6t s.t. yt is existential
and is existential positive s.t.
T H V y( yjt u 65)
T V V' y t — (^pt)
5.2 The Strong Amalgamation Property 
Def
We say that a theory T has the Strong
Amalgamation Property (S.A.P.) if whenever
® T
A T
there is D k T s.t.
B c D and C g. D .
Here ^  hy c  ^we really mean inclusion , so again 
the diagram commutes .
( 96 )
If T has the S.A.P, then T has the A.P. .
The S.A.P. is a stronger condition than the A.P.
In fact the theory of Fields has the A.P. hut 
not the S.A.P. .
For convenience we define 
Meet(Ci3y , 83]% ) to he 
V%7%((ei%7 n 8g%% )— y=z )
5.23 Theorem
A theory T has the S.A.P. iff
whenever T \r Meet(8i3jy , 8g']% ) where 
81^  and 8g'3tË are the conjunctions of atomic
and negated atomic formulae in L(T) , there are 
quantifier free formulae and 0g3ft* in L(T)
s.t. T k V]t( u 5t’0gyt’ )
T k" Meet(e^yy ) *
T k Meet(8g22 y^g^t’ )
Proof ^
Suppose T has not the S.A.P. , so there 
are A , B and G k T s.t. A = B f i C  and
Diag(B) U Diag(C) U T U |h^c : he domB-domA , cedomC-domA j
is inconsistent . That is to say , there are 
conjunctions of atomic and negated atomic formulae ,
and 8g3fô in L(T) and constants ^eA ,
Ite domB-domA and dedomC-domA s.t.
T k Meet(8iyy >62^  ) where B k 01 [^] arid
C k 02 [^ ]  .
I claim there are no quantifier free 
formulae and ÿg^f’ in L(T) s.t. * holds .
(97 )
For otherwise , since a |= 3tfi [S] u 3t'ÿg [-g] ;?
there are and in A s.t.
A i= or A .
W.l.o.g. we assume A ^  .
It follows that B |s 95i["âa+] , and since B 1 and 
T Meet(0i%7 ,62%% ) and B |= 01^8 there is ded^ he#
s.t. B d=h . This gives us a contradiction 
since bedomB-domA and d+eA .
Assume that there are conjunctions of atomic
and negated atomic formulae and in L(T)
s.t. T k" Meet (©I "Sty , 6g]^ ), hut no open formulae
• z (p^ tt and 0g]tt’ in L(T) s.t. * holds,
I.e. s.t.
I'T i- V S(3t^i%t u 3t ’^2% t ’ )
*** < T h  V  S7t((0iS7 O y ^  )
I T k Y % « ' ( ( 03ia
Choose sequences of new distinct constants
g , "d and d . Consider the binary relation
X y z
between L(T)(^ Ü d ) - structures , claiming
y
the existence of an embedding f
f : a |l (T)(S^)-- ? B|L(T)(a^) s.t. for all
aeA fa / 8 .
Clearly the above relation has a S.C. j it is
not difficult to see that a notion of goodness
for consists of those pairs of formulae of
the form >
where 6t is an open formula ïn L(T)(^^) ^
( 98 )
( In fact letting he the ahove notion of
goodness , A ^  d A^ , so it suffices to show
y
'y
that 6 ^  c . )
Similarly we define .
We now consider the ternary relation (RZ^ ,R^ ).
y z
By Theorem 4.62 we see that a notion of
goodness for R is A^ consisting of triples
of the form :
< 02, 01 u xi f Xs > where
< M 2 > e Ag and < XiX2> e A^ •
y z
I claim that
9 • • •T U [ i , 0 , T U la=a : ae^^ } ,
T U l02^x^z i is A_ good .
For otherwise , there are open formulae 
0i3tt and 0g]Mf’ in L(T) s.t.
T k  3t0i^^t u
T U P i t-V %( A t;^----------- )
^ ' t et y
T u ik Y  f  )
Which is easily seen to contradict *** .
It follows that we can find L(T) structures 
A ,B and C s.t. w.l.o.g. A , B and G k  T
A = B n C , B k 01 [’Ëh] and C jr 0g [ËË] where 
É £ A , t £ domB-domA and t £ domC-domA .
So , hy construction , T does not have the S.A.P.
(99 )
We turn now to an open problem of G. GrStzer , 
( see [g] page 299 ,74 ) stated as follows i
Which sentences © have the property that 
the substructures satisfying © of a structure A 
form a sublattice of the lattice of all 
substructures of A ? ”
In [r ] a ,Robinson defines a sentence © to be 
convex if whenever
©
then if A n  C is a structure i.e. non-empty ,
we have A n C js ©.
He proves the important result that if © is
convex then © is 3.
Let us say that a sentence © has the join
property if whenever * holds , [a  U
where [A u B]q is the substructure of 0 generated
by domA U domB .
It is easy to see that © has the property
in the open problem iff © is convex and has the
join property .
In [R% ] M.O.Rabin gives a syntactic 
characterization of a sentence to be convex • In 
a further paper [Rag], he proves an alternative 
characterization . We give here a further characterization.
( 100)
Let © "be a given sentence , which we assiame
is of the form V  ) where )
is open . Consider the (2)-simple relation R_
©
defined hy ;
3) (aA f ( (aa ^^ 1=3^ 2 ^ ^
(aa ^  =1^ 2 n ) ) ) for 0 atomic 
or negated atomic in L(@) .
1+ ) Vx^-x^-ÿ^-ÿ^iAk • • •
(aa n J^s '^s )  ) )
5) K ( a a  ^ iSaRyi^a— ^ ax^x^y^yg’ (x^x^Ky^yà n
n ■ty^=yi n t3^ 2=yg )) for ty^ a term in L(©) .
Clearly R has a 8,C. with a notion of
©
goodness Ao
0 , ^
We consider now a further (2)-simple relation
^con ' üofined hy :
1) V'x^x2(x3^=x2—^3yiy2(x3^XgHyiy3 n y i= y a ) )
where  ^ •
* 0
To justify these relations we show ;
5.32 Theorem
© is convex iff 1©, ^ , © is R^^^ had.
Proof
Suppose 1®, 0 , © is R^Q^ good , then there 
2 2
are A , B and R c A X B s.t.
A #  n  © B(= © A R^oa B hy R.
W.l.o.g. we may assume that if ahRcd then a=h and 
c=d . ( Simply cut R down to size i)
It follows that Th(A+), R Th(B+) Is Ag good , and
©
so we can find
(101 )
Aj_ < Al B ^ D R s.t. Al B^ By R^
We define and 8g as follows .
a SiB iff 3 c d s.t. acR^bd ,
c Sgd iff 3 a b s.t. acR^bd .
A picture might help .
1 ©
B- ©
Which we now explain .
By 5) RgSi is closed under functions in B^ , so 
Bi I RgSi c Bi with domain RgS^ *, similarly
Bi I RgSg c Bi with domain RgSg .
By k) Bi|Rg8it: © f o r  i e {l,2] .
It was here , of course , that we required © to be
V 3  .
By 3) the domain of B^ |RgSi (1 B^ | RgSg corresponds 
to Rg(Si n 8g) , and since n Sg d  [ <a,b> : aaRbb } ♦
Rg ( Si n Sg ) 7^  0 e
Again by 3) and 5) 8i n Sg represents an isomorphism
from some C c Ai ( see picture ) onto Bi | RgSi n Bi | RgS,
That G D A follows from *
Since A ^ A i  A , Ai 1= 1  © and A c C c Ai and © 
is V s ,  it follows that G © ( see 4.6 ) and
hence that Bi | RgSi 0 Bi | RgSg N 1 © , but then ©
is not convex !
(102)
Suppose © is not convex , so there are
A , B , C , D  s.t. A A = B n C and B ,C ©
where
B
A D
^  C ^
Let Si = } <aa> : aeAÎ U [ <ah> : AeA hs (domB-domA) j
Sg = [ <aa> ; aeAÎ U 1 <ac> : aeA ce(domC-domA)1
we define
ahRcd iff aSic and hSgd .
I claim that
*1®, ^ , © is R^oa 800& •
It suffices to show that A R D N- S where 
2 consists of all the sentences 1) 3) 4) 5) •
Which is not at all difficult to prove .
□
It follows that if © is convex there will he 
a universal existential sentence 1 6i and a
R^universal sentence 6g s.t. < 0i,6g > eA_ **con
and 1 01 h © h 02
The reader may wonder how we came upon such 
a result . In fact the method was quite simple • 
We drew the picture and described it using
1) 2) 3) 4) 5) quite naturally . Yfe then separated, 
again naturally^ into two relations in order to 
ensure that in the above ** 0i could be chosen 
existential universal • For the detailed proof we 
simply had faith 1
(103)
We turn now to the condition that 0 should 
have the join property • Once again we assume ® 
is 3 and so of the form ) where
is open .
Consider the (1,1,1)-simple relation Rjoin
defined hy :
1) V  Xiayi(xiRiyi)
2) XfXgygXiCxgRgyg n —^By^Cx^H^yi n yi=yg))
3) V ^aya^iCxaRgya n x^sXa —^3y^ (x^Riyi n yi=ya))
4) (aa Sj^Riy  ^ n ( pii_—) # 1  ) ) where 0 is atomic
or negated atomic in L(®) .
5) 3x2ya(XaR2y2)
6) 3x3y3(xgR3ya)
7) /  «gÿg (AA ^aRgÿg —» 33t^ yS aa n k{.fatk ) ) )
8) V * 3 ^ 3  (AA SsRaÿa —>33f^y’ (AA «^Rajr  ^ n ) ) )
9) b^Sgyg(AA SgRgyg—»3x^yjJ(Xi;Rgyà n tÿa=y^ ) )  fo r
tŸg a term in L(@) .
10) V^Saya(AA XaRay3~>3x’y^(x^R3yJ n tya=y^ )) for
t^g a term in L(®),
5.34 Theorem
® has the join property iff for all 
sequences of terms of length lg(î^ ) = n (say) , 
ti(:^iÿi),...,tn(^nyn) and all sequences of new
distinct constants ,...
^3?2A(ti ) ,... tp ) ,3?2 ) f ÿ , Rg , R# f ®
18 Rjoin .Where Rg <aa> ; aet^^ J
and Ra <%%> : hsüy^ } .
(104)
Proof
Suppose the R.H.S. does not hold , so
there L(©)-structures A and B s.t.
A 1= VSgA[ti(a ■» ),...,tn(a_ %  ),%g] *
B k 0 where w.l.o.g. we may assume A c B .
Since , for iel2,3i , Rg(Ri) c B is closed under 
functions B|Rg(R(^) c B with domain Rg(R&).
In fact it is easy to see that
B|Rg(l0 )= 0 and B|Rg(Ri) c A  for i s  [2,3]
We thus have the following situation ,
B|Kg(Rg)
B|Rg(Ra) "4^
It follows that
[ B|Rg(Rg) U BjRg(Ra) ]g 1 ® toy ♦ and 
hence that ® has not the join property .
Suppose now that ® has not the join property . 
So for some A , B and C we have
Let Ri he the identity over [A U B]^
Rg he the identity over A and
Rg he the identity over B .
It is now easy ( though tedious ) to show that 
the R.H.S. of the theorem fails .
(105)
It follows that we can now characterize the
sentences satisfying 5.31 . It is not a very
enlightening result , hut does show the existence 
of a solution • We think that the methods employed 
are more important than the results themselves , and 
hope that they will he further developed •
(106)
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